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ABSTRACT 

An Automatic Vehicle Location and Navigation (AVLN) System for stand-

alone, land based, street applications provides drivers and navigators with real-

time position and location of their vehicle while operating in a defined network. 

It also has the built in capability of supplementing route guidance advice to the 

driver in real-time, en route from the vehicle's starting location to a given 

destination. 

The focus of this project was to design an AVLN prototype system and 

the goal was to gain experience and knowledge from building and assembling 

various components within. Investigations were made into positioning, location 

monitoring, database construction, and navigation operations, with the intent to 

integrate all of these. 

A kinematic position filter which integrates dead reckoning by differential 

odometry, map matching, and GPS was designed and field tested. Data of the 

three positioning information sources was logged simultaneously over a test run 

and later fed through developed filter software. Results indicate that the filter 

works well in general but systematic error is introduced during some map 

matched azimuth updates. It is suggested that another direction sensor be 

integrated into the design to add redundancy and reliability to the system and 

also odometer quantization should be minimized. 

A digital map database was built for a small, community size, test 

network. Specific details outlining all data constructs used to support the 

system's map matching, route determination, and route guidance functions are 

addressed. 



The prototype system demonstrates in real-time, on an in-car computer 

map display, vehicle positioning and location monitoring by differential 

odometer dead reckoning augmented with map matched updates. The system 

also demonstrates GPS positioning of the vehicle in real-time, tracking the 

vehicle onto a digital map with fix updates every two seconds. Much knowledge 

and 'experience was gained from the field trials and thus lead to future 

recommendations. 

Route determination and guidance software was constructed as a 

separate but compatible module built around' the same system database. 

Proof of concept of the real-time route guidance advice is performed in lab by 

simulating vehicle location. Instructions include approaching intersection 

turning procedures, approaching intersection street names for user 

identification, and distance remaining. In this manner, three fundamental types 

of route guidance primitives namely, directional advice, landmark information, 

and trip duration status, were employed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1,1 Historical Overview 

For centuries, Automatic Vehicle Location and Navigation (AVLN) 

technology for land based applications has slowly been unfolding, emerging 

from ancient civilizations of Egypt, Greece, Rome, and China, only to dawn now, 

during mankind's celebrated age of space and computer technology, here at 

the end of the 20th century. Ranging from ancient mechanical odometers to 

modern electronic satellite receivers, this technological evolution is marked by 

significant breakthroughs described by colorful and fascinating accounts which 

have stood the test of time [French,1 986a]. 

Classical origins of AVLN technology root back nearly 2000 years ago. 

The first AVLN related device to emerge was the hodometer, the ancient 

forefather of the present day automobile odometer; the word hodometer 

originating from the Greek words hodos, meaning 'way', and metron, meaning 

'measure'. Heron of Alexandria (circa 60 A.D.), one of the most noted 

engineers of the ancient University of Alexandria (Greek at that time), wrote of 

an ancient hodometer which employed a reduction gear train interlocked to the 

wheel of a cart [Strandh,1979]. Distances journeyed were recorded by 

dropping stone pebbles into a container at regular intervals representing 

perhaps the first AVLN related analogue-to-digital format ever used. Other 

great men associated with early developments of the hodometer were as 

follows: Ctesibius (circa 300 - 230 B.C.), the first great engineer of the 

University of Alexandria [Bedini and de Solla Price, 1967]; Archimedes (circa 

287 - 212 B.C.), the renowned Greek scholar [Sleeswyk, 1981]; and Vitruvius 

(circa 20 A.D.), the famous military architect and engineer of the Caesars of 
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Rome [Sleeswyk, 1981]. Interestingly, Sleeswyk [1981] speculates Vitruvius' 

hodometer may have been used as an ancient data collector to compile 

contemporary Roman travel guides such as the tabular Peuteringiana which still 

exists today. 

Outside of the Mediterranean regions, parallel developments 

materialized at roughly the same time in ancient dynasties of the Chinese 

empire. Chinese hodometers were knovn as chi Ii ku chhë (automatic mile-

measuring drum chariots), ta chang chhê, or chi tao chhê. Some operated in 

the following manner: "at the end of each Ii traversed" ( one Ii approximately 

500 metres) "a wooden figure struck a drum while at the end of each ten Ii 

another figure struck a gong" [Needham, 1965]. Initial developments of these 

mile-measuring drum chariots date back to sometime between the 100 B.C. and 

300 A.D. evolving from musical drum carriages used as band wagons in colorful 

parades during imperial state processions. 

Shortly after the hodometer, the Chinese developed the remarkable 

ancient south pointing carriage, truly a classic in AVLN antiquity. On top of this 

double wheeled carriage rode an ornamental statue whose outstretched arm 

was believed to have always pointed southward (the ancient Chinese cardinal 

direction). According to ancient legend, the carriage was constructed for two 

main reasons: one, to guide the forces of the imperial Chinese army through 

smoke screens during battle against the great rebel Chhih-Yu; and two, to guide 

the Yueh-Shang ambassadors during the time of Chou Kung (circa 1000 B.C.) 

back home to the far south. Estimates of the carriage's true origins, however, do 

not date back this far and credit is directed towards Chang Heng (circa 120 

A.D.) and Ma ChUn (circa 255 A.D.) of the later Han periods [Needham, 1965]. 

Historians once believed the statue's pointing capability was based on 
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principles of magnetism making the carriage a decorative, magnetic compass. 

Contrary to this belief its pointing capability is now recognized to be a property 

of mechanical differential wheel gearing, marking the first related usage of 

differential odometers in the history of AVLN technology. 

Spanning the years from the ancient world up until the advent of the. 

automobile, AVLN technology quietly evolved.' During this era, the magnetic 

compass was invented (circa 1111 A.D.) [Needham, 1965]. As well, hodometer 

developments were revised by the great Italian inventor Leonardo DaVinci 

(circa 1452 - 1519 A.D.) [Hart, 1925] and by theversatile German monk and 

natural scientist Athanasius Kirche.r (circa 1602 - 1680 A.D.) [Strandh, 1979]. 

During the latter half of the 16th century, Europe's preoccupation with 

contemporary map making efforts gave rise to the development of an instrument 

which integrated a hodometer with a magnetic compass (i.e. dead reckoning on 

land) [Bedini and de Solla Price, 1967]. This integrated device could 

automatically record distances and directions simultaneously by imprinting a 

spiked compass needle at regular intervals of distance into a hodometer 

synáhronized, paper strip roll [Price, 1957]. Following these hodometer 

revivals, numerous distance measuring applications appeared ranging from 

civic taximeters determining cab fares to the recording of marched journeys by 

British troops commanded by General Arthur Wellesley during the Peninsular 

War (circa 1808 - 1814 A.D.) [Sleeswyk,1981]. Even Thomas Jefferson, former 

president of the United States, adopted the hodometer on numerous occasions 

during the early 1800's, feeling that recording the distances he travelled might 

be important in the future [Bedini, 1988]. 

Over the last century, since the advent of the automobile, a.surge in 

AVLN technological developments has occured. Inventions of the early 1900's 
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were highlighted by the Jones Live-Map in 1909 and the Chadwick Road Guide 

one year later [French, 1987a]. Years ahead of its time, the Chadwick concept 

mechanically resembled modern AVLN route guidance, featuring on-board 

alarm bells and signal arms controlled by programmed route discs (i.e. punched 

cards) to guide the driver accordingly. Transpiring at approximately the same 

time period, between the years of 1900 to 1924, an American, E. Sperry, and a 

German, H. Aschütz, made initial developments of the gyrocompass for 

contemporary naval navigation [Schwarz, 1986]; technology which today has 

found its way into many navigational developments including land-based 

applications. During the second World War, the U.S. military constructed a 

vehicular odograph (jeep's position plotted on paper map), Doppler radar 

techniques for positioning were tested [Sonneberg, 1978], and the electronic 

radio navigation system LORAN (LOng RANge positioning system) was born 

[Appleyard et al., 1980]. As well, from 1940 to 1946, the first operational inertial 

guidance system was developed [Schwarz, 1986]. In the 1960's satellite 

poitioning was pioneered; roadside proximity beacons were implemented; and 

in the early 1970's, a clever and economical position and location update 

concept entitled map matching for on-road AVLN applications was conceived 

[French 1986b]. 

Recently, in the 1980's, research into AVLN systems has increased 

tremendously. This popularity is primarily due to recent advancements in 

microcomputer technology, Geographic Information Systems (GlS), mobile 

communications, and vehicular positioning equipment allowing for practical, on-

board, state-of-the-art navigation and information processing. Out of these 

advancements, much AVLN interest has grown both locally and abroad 

[Krakiwsky et al., 1987a; Krakiwsky et al., 1987b; Case, 1986]. Upon review of 
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these current interests, it is clear that the mid 80's has truly marked the dawn of 

AVLN systems [Krakiwsky et al., 1987a], shining a promising light towards the 

future of AVLN systems in the 215t century. 

1.2 Definition of AVLN Systems 

The term AVLN is quite general in nature and may conceivably be 

applied to any vehicular environment be it land, sea, air, or space. As the focus 

of this research is specifically aimed at land based AVLN systems with 

emphasis on on-road operations, reference to the term AVLN throughout the 

report will be made in this context. 

The concept of AVLN systems for on-road, land based applications has 

been defined in several ways. This pluralism is primarily due to the wide 

spectrum of system classes. Six major AVLN classes based upon digital 

communication links between the vehicle and a possible information source 

exist [Karimi and Krakiwsky, 1988a]. Of these six classes two general divisions 

prevail, namely: stand alone systems (e.g. private motorists) and dispatch 

systems (e.g. fleet management). 

Krakiwsky et at. [1987a] state that an AVLN system allows a land based 

userto: 

"(a) position a vehicle using signals from satellites and information 
from on-board differential positioning devices; 

(b) plot the position on a CRT or flat panel display; 
(c) call up a digitized-electronic map of the area and see the 

vehicle's position relative to a desired location(s); and, 
(d) obtain instructions (visual and audio) using an expert system on 

how to proceed from the present location to the desired location." 
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Skomal [1981], on the other hand, defines such systems as: 

"an assembly of technologies and equipment that permits centralized and 
automatic determination, display and control of the position and movement of 
multiple vehicles throughout an appropriately instrumented area." 

No matter how one defines such systems they all possess one common 

objective. This objective involves the automatic and real-time integration of 

positioning devices with relevant information systems which enable the users to 

benefit in some form or another by relating vehicle location to surrounding 

environment [Krakiwsky et al., 1988]. 

Both the terms location and navigation in the acronym AVLN were 

carefully selected in the context of this research. Location not only suggests 

knowledge of the vehicle's position but more so to the vehicle's position relative 

to a particular environment; in this case the digitally defined street network. It 

extends one step further than just the term positioning which implies coordinate 

determination only [Harris et al., 1988]. Both position and a digital map 

database are required for location determination, a fundamental prerequisite for 

automatic, real-time street navigation. Navigation on the other hand regards the 

provision of directional information, optimal or otherwise, on how to travel from 

the vehicle's present location to a given destination or set of way points. 

Intrinsically this entails both route determination and route guidance. Together, 

the terms location and navigation describe a system with the capabilities to 

monitor present vehicle positions and locations as well as, provide route 

guidance advice recommending how to manoeuvre and navigate a vehicle 

appropriately to a prespecified destination. 
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1.3 Application Sectors 

All AVLN applications source from at least one of four major incentives, 

namely: 

1) economic gain; 

2) security enhancement; 

3) safety improvements; and, 

4) recreational benefits. 

Four broad applications sectors of AVLN systems have been categorized by 

Krakiwsky et al. [1 987a] according to vehicle type. These sectors are: 

1) commercial; 

2) private; 

3) civic; and, 

4) military. 

Case [1986], French [1987a], and Covil et al. [1987] discuss future applications 

of AVLN systems. With a little imagination, it is easy to envision numerous 

AVLN applications when considering the various functional capabilities of such 

systems. For example, rent-a-car agencies, delivery and courier fleets, 

municipal services (e.g. street maintenance and waste removal), security and 

armoured car fleets, emergency services (i.e. police, fire, and ambulance), taxi 

companies, continental bus and trucking lines, and even the private automobile 

owner touring on vacation may benefit from such systems, to name only a few. 

Truly, it is the application itself which inherently defines the system's pecific 

requirements and limitations and likewise governs the various navigational and 

informational strategies to be incorporated. 
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1.4 Present AVLN Methodologies 

Current on-road AVLN methodologies are governed by attempting to 

resolve the problem of locating and navigating a vehicle in an ever growing, 

complex maze of city streets and highways as opposed to the more 

conventional, open terrain navigation problem. Due largely to the development 

of the silicon chip, affordable and pragmatic, on-board electronic positioning 

and processing has only recently become possible, opening the doors to a wide 

variety of new and practical AVLN system methodologies and configurations. 

Present market driven systems host a multitude of hardware and software 

features [Cooke, 1985; Krakiwsky et al., 1987a] including numerous positioning 

devices, microprocessors, computers, input and output facilities, storage 

mediums, programming languages, algorithms, etc. Of the many configurations 

possible, three underlying components fundamental to any AVLN system 

prevail, namely: positioning methods, navigation strategies, and digital map 

databases. The selection and interrelation of these three components forms the 

backbone of any AVLN system and will dictate its overall performance and 

market potential. 

Positioning a vehicle may be accomplished by relative or absolute 

positioning methods or a combination of both. Positional accuracies demanded 

by most AVLN systems are in the general range of 30 to 50 metres. Relative 

positioning is performed by dead reckoning techniques which determine 

vehicle coordinates relative to a known starting point by simultaneously keeping 

track of distance and directional changes made. A dead reckoning technique 

gaining considerable attention at the present time is differential odometry. By 

averaging and differencing measurements made by two odometers, one 

mounted on each wheel of the same wheel pair, distance and direction 
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changes may be observed and in turn vehicle coordinates mat be determined. 

Other feasible but less suitable dead reckoning possibilities include various 

combinations of odometers (wheel or drive shaft sensed), ground speed, 

Doppler based velocimeters (electromagnetic and acoustic signaled), 

accelerometers, magnetic compasses, and gyrocompasses. Inertial positioning 

systems (i.e. accelerometers plus gyrocompass) are accurate but presently 

much too expensive for the application addressed herein. Magnetic compasses 

provide absolute directions (i.e. azimuths) as opposed to relative directional 

changes but are too sensitive to external magnetic anomalies, which, unlike 

internal magnetic fields generated within the vehicl, are difficult to account for. 

The performance of Doppler based velocimeters are subject to problems 

associated with: undetected, non-horizontal velocities; specular reflection 

which depends upon the compatibility between varying dimensions of different 

surface type (e.g. ice, snow, mud, gravel, and asphalt) irregularities and the 

transmitted wavelengths used [Petrov, 1976]; and, signal interference due to 

sensor windows plagued by dust and mud. 

Differential odometr', like all other relative positioning methods, requires 

periodic positional updates to control error accumulation. To solve these error 

growth problems, several systems currently employing dead reckoning devices 

(such as Etak's Navigator and Bosch Blaupunkt's EVA) make use of map 

matching techniques to provide the necessary coordinate update information 

[French, 1986b]. By recognizing turns made at identifiable intersections and 

road curvatures, such systems correlate or match a vehicle's path to a digital 

street map. When a match is made, corresponding map coordinates and 

azimuths are retrieved from a database and used to update the position, 

location, and heading of the vehicle. 
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Although augmented dead reckoning techniques (i.e. dead reckoning 

augmented with map matching [Honey and Zavoli, 1985]) provide an 

economical and straightforward means of positioning, one obvious limitation 

still exists. In order to control error accumulation, map matches must be made. 

Thus if turns at intersections do not occur periodically, errors will accumulate to 

such a degree that a lost situation will be inevitable. Honey et al. [1986] report 

that Etak's Navigator experiences a lost situation after approximately 400 

kilometres of normal travel on average. Undoubtedly, on long straight roads 

and highways forming municipal, provincial, and federal transportation 

networks, this problem will become more acute [Krakiwsky et al., 1988]. Upon 

instances when the system becomes lost, the user will be forced to manually 

reinitialize; an inconvenience most users would not appreciate from an 

'automatic' vehicle location and navigation system. In addition to lost situations 

arising from infrequent map matching, systems employing augmented dead 

reckoning techniques will also require periodic manual reinitializations 

whenever significantly large, vehicular movements occur which are undetected 

by the dead reckoning sensors (e.g. ferry crossings, towing, etc.).. 

Absolute positioning methods seen in modern AVLN systems include: 

roadside proximity beacons; hyperbolic radio positioning systems such as 

LORAN-C; and, satellite positioning systems such as the Naystar Global 

Positioning System (GPS). Of these, the GPS satellite positioning system 

displays the most potential overall. Systems which rely on road-side proximity 

sensors to position a vehicle and relay guidance instructions to a driver possess 

two major infrastructure problems, namely limited operating regions and large 

implementation costs. These two problems led to the downfall of such attempts 

made during the 1960's and early 1970's. Hyperbolic radio positioning systems 
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do not require signposts at every intersection to position a vehicle but do not 

provide full continental coverage at this time. The widely used coastal radio 

positioning system LORAN-C has limited inland coverage world-wide [Fuentes, 

1987] but future expansions are projected to accommodate the entire 

continental United States and major parts of Canada. Unfortunately, even then, 

only positional accuracies in the 200 to 300 metre range are achievable with 

LORAN-C techniques [French, 1987b]. LORAN-C positioning using differential 

techniques can increase accuracies considerably (approximately 50 metre 

level) and properly calibrated (i.e. location errors ) shows repeated accuracies 

of 20 to 50 metres. These accuracies depend upon numerous factors (e.g. 

proximity between roving and control stations, in-land LORAN-C infrastructure) 

and falls short to differential GPS satellite positioning with accuracies one order 

of magnitude better. For certain applications especially for position monitoring, 

LORAN-C may be a reasonable and economically alternative until GPS is in full 

operational force. 

The Naystar GPS satellite positioning system is a multi-user system 

providing all-weather, real-time, single point kinematic positions to within 30 

metres of accuracy [Wells et al., 1986], and in differential mode to within 5 

metres or less [Cannon, 1987; Lachapelle et al., 1986]. Unfortunately, GPS is 

presently at its prototype stage of development and world-wide, 24 hour 

coverage will not be available until the full satellite constellation is complete 

sometime in the early 1990's. Consequently, present GPS equipment costs are 

relatively expensive which has persuaded many AVLN system designers not to 

implement GPS technology, especially those attacking present markets. GPS 

equipment costs have, however, dropped considerably over the past few years 

and it is strongly believed that when the GPS is fully deployed, this trend will 
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continue, due to increased demands and widespread use, driving equipment 

costs down to more affordable and marketable levels. Both GMC (General 

Motors Corporation), Chrysler and some Japanese companies have anticipated 

such GPS price reductions and are projecting to future markets by 

incorporating GPS positioning into their AVLN system designs. Concern also 

exists regarding GPS Selective Availability controlled by the U.S. Department of 

Defense which may come into affect upon completion of launching and 

constrain non-military users to accuracies on the order of 100 metres. 

Differential GPS can, however, suppress the affects of Selective Availability 

considerably to levels required by AVLN systems and will be necessary. 

Unlike relative dead reckoning methods, GPS positioning is not subject 

to error accumulation overtime passed or distance travelled. To compute a two 

dimensional position fix, however, users require direct line of sight to at least 

three transmitting satellites passing overhead (four satellites for 3-D fix). Thus, 

when travelling in and about natural or man-made obstructions such as 

mountains, tunnels, and skyscrapers, necessary signal reception will be 

interrupted prohibiting the use of GPS throughout such shadowed regions. 

Combinations of absolute and relative positioning methods are obviously 

complimentary in nature. GMC, realizing the problematic shadowing effects 

intrinsic to positioning their system on land by GPS and LORAN-C, have 

included into their test and demonstration vehicle, dead reckoning using an 

odometer and a compass [Dork, 1986]. Krakiwsky et al. [1988] discuss the 

advantages of blending differential odometer dead reckoning, map matching, 

and GPS positioning techniques via a Kinematic filter and present covariance 

analyses of the filter's performance along a simulated test route in the N.W. 

quarter of the city of Calgary. By combining the complementary differential 
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odometry, map matching, and GPS positioning techniques, a vehicle's position 

and location can be continuously maintained within the framework of a road 

transportation network at all times at the 20 - 60 metre level. While travelling in 

shadowed regions such as urban canyons where GPS is masked dead 

reckoning updated by map matching will predominate, and when journeying on 

long stretches of road where map matched updates are scarce, GPS will 

provide the necessary updates to the system's dead reckoning component. 

In conjunction with position and location, AVLN navigation options are 

featured in some presently developing systems (e.g. Phillips CARIN) while 

others do not provide route guidance advice at all - they are only concerned 

with position reporting and monitoring of vehicle positions superimposed on a 

digital map. Some systems, such as Etak's Navigator, cannot provide route 

guidance advice but will highlight destinations and direct line pointing arrows 

relative to the vehicle's location on a 'digital map, leaving route selection and 

street navigation entirely up to the user. 

Harris et al. [1 987] explain the use of Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm in 

the context of AVLN best route determination and investigate a divide-and-

conquer strategy entitled the 'patch-quilt' concept. This involves the partitioning 

of digital road networks into polygons to better attack the problem of best route 

determination in large transportation networks. Another divide-and-conquer 

approach was proposed by Sugie et al. [1984] and implemented into 

CARGuide, an on-board system which provides route instructions only not 

integrated with vehicle position and location. To date, knowledge-based route 

guidance systems have also been investigated and design concepts are 

presented by Karimi arid Krakiwsky [1988b] and by Karimi [in prep.]. 
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AVLN databases may range from basic coordinate files used as screen 

backdrops for systems which merely superimpose vehicle position onto a digital 

map, to carefully planned network and relational structures which support more 

sophisticated system functions such as map matching, route determination, and 

route guidance, to knowledge-based concepts for coupled system approaches 

Karimi [in prep.]. Guzolek and Koch [1989] list database contents included in a 

real-time route planning system presently being developed by Navigation 

Technologies Corporation in California. AVLN database requirements have 

been discussed in detail by Neukirchner and Zechnall [1986] and White [1987] 

and digital map dependent functions of AVLN systems have been illustrated by 

Harris et al. [1988]. 

1.5 Research Objectives 

The primary objective of this research is to design an on-road, stand-

alone, prototype, AVLN -system and research various functions within: 

Emphasis is placed on designing and field testing a kinematic position filter 

which integrates differential odometer dead reckoning, map matching, and GPS 

satellite positioning, extending out from the simulation study performed by 

Krakiwsky et al. [1988] at The University of Calgary. As well, foundations for a 

navigation component featuring optimal route determination and guidance tied 

to real-time vehicle location are laid out in conjunction with the system's design. 

Simulation software for this component is developed for proof of concept 

purposes. To anchor the system and satisfy the needs of the above system 

components, a digital map database is built for a test region of a manageable 

size containing the required information to support map matching, route 

determination, and route guidance investigations. An urban community just 
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north of The University of Calgary campus containing a mixture of both 

residential and industrial districts is selected for the performance test site. 

It was not the intent of this project to focus on any one particular 

application but rather to construct a generic prototype model, which, with future 

extension, could be customized to fit various application sectors and could be 

extended to operate in a dispatch (i.e. multi-vehicle) mode as well. In light of 

the above research objectives, it was realized that completion of this project 

would create a solid foundation upon which future AVLN research and 

development could be built. In honour of initial AVLN research developments in 

this field at The University of Calgary and the group's projection of wide scale 

usage of AVLN systems by the year 2000, the prototype system is aptly named 

AVLN 2000. 



2. SYSTEM DESIGN 

2.1 System Architecture 

The architectural design of the AVLN 200O prototype system is laid out 

in Figure 2.1. Two natural divisions of the system's architecture are partitioned 

out, namely, the system's hardware component and the system's software 

component. This specific design follows the initial and more generic designs 

contained in Krakiwsky et al. [1987a] and Karimi [in prep.]. 

Major hardware equipment includes: a laptop microcomputer; a 

differential odometer configuration; a GPS receiver with antenna; and, a 12 volt 

automobile battery. The software component designed contains three modules: 

a database module; a position and location module; and, a navigation and 

information module. 

2.2 System Hardware 

The test vehicle employed for prototype development was a front wheel 

drive, four door sedan, Chevrolet Caravelle. For the prototype vehicle, a 

customized mount was constructed to house all of the necessary hardware. 

The assembly rests between the driver and the passenger on the floor in front of 

the seat and beneath the dashboard. A photograph of the housing assembly is 

given in Figure 2.2. 

Located in the centre of the console is a GRiDCase EXP laptop 

microcomputer. Portable and compact, this microcomputer acts as the system's 

central processing unit, interacting with all other hardware peripherals and 

storing all software and databases required. It features two internal expansion 

slots, an RS-232C serial interface port, a 3 1/2 inch floppy diskette drive, an 
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LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) screen, and is IBM compatible. The CPU (Central 

Processing Unit) of this GRiDCase computer is an Intel 8087 (i.e. Intel 8086 plus 

math coprocessor). One attractive feature of the GRiDCase EXP, in reference to 

this project, is its ability to be powered by 12 volt battery supply. For further 

information on the GRiDCase EXP refer to the GRiDCase EXP Owner's Guide 

[1987] and GRiDCase Technical Reference Manual [1985]. 

Above the GRiDCase EXP microcomputer in Figure 2.2, situated side by 

side, at the top of the assembly are two NU-METRICS Roadstar 40A Distance 

Measuring Instruments (DMI's) (i.e. odometers). As each instrument only 

measures distances travelled by one wheel only, two are required for 

differential odometry. To avoid problems related to slippage of power driven 

wheels due to varying surface types (e.g. ice, gravel), the non-driven wheel pair 

of the test vehicle (in this case the rear wheels) are utilized. As the vehicle 

moves the wheels rotate and eight, equally spaced, metal reflector targets 

attached to the inside rim of each wheel pass by an inductive proximity sensor 

one at a time. When a target is in close proximity to a wheel sensor, an 

electrical pulse is generated which is mathematically converted to represent 

distance travelled. Initial calibration is required on a level baseline of known 

length. The manufacturer's quoted relative accuracy of this device is one metre 

in one kilometre (i.e. 1/1000) and the smallest resolution attainable using the 

NU-METRICS micro-processor output is 0.304 metres (i.e. one foot). 

Compensation for signal errors generated by the sensory equipment in 

response to various vehicle dynamics is provided for by the AEC (Automatic 

Error Correction) software feature of the NU-METRICS instrument; an internal 

raw data preprocessing facility. The primary function of the AEC feature is to 

detect missing pulses by observing and predicting velocity and time and further 
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to compensate for these missed signals by generating synthetic pulses. 

Unfortunately, at very low, creeping speeds the AEC function may not work 

appropriately due to potential, non-uniform pulse patterns, and in such 

instances, as a result of slow transition periods of targets passing by the 

proximity sensor, pulses can be physically missed. As each odometer stands 

alone, PDl (Periodic Distance Interval) pulses are generated from each device 

and fed into a 32 bit, two channel configured, up-down'counter, microcomputer 

add-on board (CONTEC - CNT16-4M) inserted in one of the two GRiDCase 

EXP expansion slots. This configuration accommodates the interface required 

between the odometers and the microcomputer allowing differential odometry to 

be performed. Power to both odometers is supplied by the automobile's 12 volt 

battery. A more enhanced description of the NU-METRICS Roadstar DMI's is 

found in the NU-METRICS Roadstar Distance Measuring Instruments Operating 

Manual [1987]. As well, greater detail of the 0NT16-4M add-on board is seen in 

the CONTEC IBM-PC/XT/AT Add-on Board CNT16-4M (PC) 16-Bit 4-Channel 

Up/Down Counter User's Manual [1986]. 

To the side of the assembly housing on the right, is a TANS (Trimble 

Advanced Navigation Sensor) GPS satellite receiver. It is normally mounted on 

the side of the equipment stand under the right odometer flange but is laid out 

here for better inspection. The Tans receiver is a C/A code, dual channel 

sequencing receiver which operates on Li frequency and can track up to 'six 

satellites in view. Physically it is compact (127 millimetres (mm) x 207 mm x 51 

mm) and light weight (1.27 kilograms (kg.)), quite appropriate for in-car 

applications. Position and velocity vector updates with accuracies of 25 metres 

SEP (Spherical Error Probable) and 0.2 metres per second RMS (Root Mean 

Square) error respectively are available approximately once every second but 
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no less, and when requested are transmitted to the GRiDCase EXP via an AS-

422 serial connector and an RS-422/RS-232C adaptor. Placed on top of the 

housing assembly is a TANS GPS antenna. It, like the receiver, is quite small 

for present GPS hardware markets (dimensions - 96 mm x 102 mm x 14 mm) 

and is lightweight weighing only 0.17 kg. Mounting of the antenna to the roof of 

the automobile is accomplished by a Trimble built, magnetic GPS antenna 

platform. As was the case for the NU-METRICS EXP microcomputer 

configuration, and the NU-METRICS odometers, the automobile's 12 volt 

battery supplies the required power to all TANS equipment. Further reference 

to the TANS GPS equipment is directed towards the TANS System Definition 

and Program User's Guide [1988] and the TANS GPS Receiver Specification 

and User's Manual [1988]. 

2.3 System Software 

Three major modules combine to form the AVLN 2000TM prototype 

system software component: a database module; a position and location 

module; and, a navigation and information module. As seen in Figure 2.1, the 

software is represented by a system block diagram. Housed within each 

module are numerous blocks. Data blocks are found in the database module 

and function blocks are contained in the position-location and navigation-

information modules. Beyond the function blocks, two manual inputs boxes, 

one in each of the latter two modules, are also included to illustrate the 

necessary human interface component in the design. Flow arrows indicate the 

dependencies between functions and data. A similar but much more general 

diagram depicting digital map dependent functions for AVLN systems is 

illustrated by Harris et al. [1988]. 
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Contained within the database module are three primary sources of data: 

node data (e.g. x, y - UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator) map coordinates); 

network topology data (e.g. adjacent nodes defining arcs, one-ways); and, 

auxiliary data (e.g. street names, parking lots). Combined, these three sets of 

data provide the necessary information about a digital street network which 

accommodates the various system functions housed within the other two 

modules. Data blocks are shown interconnected in Figure 2.1 and are related 

to one another by node identifier numbers. 

Encased within the position and location module are six system 

functions.: initialization, GPS positioning, differential odometry, map matching, 

kinematic position filtering, and location monitoring. Each is identified by a 

rectangular block in Figure 2.1. 

The role of the initialization function is to provide a starting point for both 

the kinematic position filter and the location monitor. To accomplish this 

knowledge of vehicle position and heading are required. This starting point 

information can conceivably be provided by the GPS component which 

automatically provides position ( - latitude, A.- longitude, h - height) and 

azimuth derived from two consecutive GPS fixes while the vehicle is in motion. 

When GPS is not available due to shadowing effects or outages, manual 

initialization is required. In order to initialize, all three data types are required: 

node map coordinates; network topology; and, auxiliary data, the latter being 

required for manual street name intersection initialization only. 

The Naystar GPS positioning function not only provides information for 

the initialization fun'ction to perform automatically but also provides positional 

updates to the kinematic position filter. The differential odometry function 

provides distance and distance difference (i.e. yielding change in vehicle 
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heading) measurements of both the left and right rear wheels to the the 

kinematic position filter. The kinematic position filter is the heart of the system's 

positioning feature. It blends differential odometry, map matching, and GPS 

function information to provide optimal estimates of three states which are 

corrections to these three parameters: two UTM coordinates (x, y), vehicle 

forward heading azimuth (a). The filter requires state initialization and feeds 

optimal estimates of position and heading to the location monitor. 

The location monitor is initialized via the initialization function and 

receives information from the kinematic position filter function (i.e. coordinates, 

heading, distance travelled) to continually determine and monitor the location of 

the vehicle while it manoeuvres within a transportation network. Location is 

maintained by comparing and correlating vehicle movement to the digital street 

map. In order to carry this out, knowledge of the street topology and associated 

node coordinates are required and are obtained from the database module. 

When the monitor is confident that a definite match to the street map can be 

made, whether it be an intersection turn or street azimuth, a map match update 

may be made and fed into the filter. As one can see, a data flow loop exists 

between the filter and the location monitor. The filter feeds the changing vehicle 

states to the location monitor and in turn the location monitor provides periodic 

udates by matches to the map (i.e. map matching). 

Map matching is isolated from location monitoring in Figure 2.1 to show 

that route guidance functions in the navigation and information module must 

receive location information much more frequently than map matching rates (e.g 

every intersection turn) in order to perform properly. Also this separation is to 

illustrate that the location monitor may locate the vehicle in the network but may 

not necessarily be able to provide an update to the kinematic position filter. For 
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example, it may identify the automobile's location as being in a parking lot but 

this knowledge of location does not possess enough information to provide the 

filter a reliable map matched update (i.e. x, y, a). The location monitor is a 

crucial function to the success of any AVLN system as it is this function which 

reaches across to all functions of the navigation and information module, 

bridging the necessary common ground to automatically relate vehicle position 

to surrounding environment (i.e. street network) represented digitally by the 

contents of the database module. 

Housed within the navigation and information module design are three 

defined functions: a route determination function; a route guidance function; 

and, an auxiliary information provision facility. Route determination involves 

computation of a best route to follow from the vehicle's present location 

(supplied by the location monitor) through the digital street network (described 

by the network topology data) and to a given destination (manually selected by 

street address and automatically converted to node identifiers using geocoded 

auxiliary data). Once a best route has been computed, the route guidance 

function uses the node to node defined list along with vehicle location and 

heading to instruct the driver on how to direct the course of the vehicle by 

means of intersection negotiation advice in real-time so as to follow the chosen 

optimum route. As approaching intersections are designated in the real world 

by street names, the auxiliary information contained in the database provides 

street names of approaching street crossings to the route guidance function to 

allow additional information to be given outside of just turning instructions alone 

(e.g. turn left at 32 Avenue). Auxiliary information provision is designated as a 

separate function to exemplify the system's future capability of providing digital 

map, auxiliary information to a driver or navigator outside of tasks related to 
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optimal routing and even possibly vehicle location. To operate, it draws 

necessary information from the auxiliary data files and will involve human: 

interaction. 

Software programs used for development and testing are written in the C 

programming language, specifically Turbo - C for microcomputer environments. 

The next four chapters are devoted to each modUle of the designed prototype's 

software component, namely: the database module (Chapter 3); the position 

and location module (Chapter 4); the kinematic position filter (Chapter 5); and, 

the navigation and information module (Chapter 6). 



3. DIGITAL MAP DATABASE MODULE 

3.1 Graph Theory 

Graph theory is used extensively in AVLN development to characterize 

street networks. This section describes the generic components and 

characteristics of graphs and networks pertaining to AVLN systems. Reference 

to Smith [1982] is made for a more detailed discussion on a broad range of 

general graph theory concepts. 

One major part of a network is a graph. A graph (n, a) consists of a set 

of nodes (n), sometimes called points or vertices, and a set of arcs (a), often 

refered to as links. There are 'n' nodes in the set (n) and 'a' arcs in the set (a). 

Arcs represent connections between node pairs and are sometimes referred to 

as links. One arc contains one start node (a tail node) and one end node (a 

head node). The standard convention of flow for an arc(i, j) is that the start node 

is node i and the end node is node j, with the direction of the arc flowing from I 

to j as seen in Figure 3.1. Node / and node j are said to be adjacent to one 

another. 

Figure 3.1 - Arc Flow Convention 

For one arc there only exists one node pair, but one node pair may 

define more than one arc. If two or more arcs have the same node pair they are 

termed parallel arcs. It is possible for the arc set a to be an empty set (i.e. a = 

{O} ), resulting in a graph of individual, unconnected nodes. The node set n in 
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a graph may but does not necessarily contain nodes which are all linked 

together. A graph in which all the nodes are linked together is called a 

connected graph. When unlinked nodes or separated node-arc subsets exist in 

the graph, then the graph is classified as a disconnected graph. It is assumed 

no such graphs exists in street networks, however, they should be addressed 

here as partitioning of larger street networks into smaller ones can result in 

disconnectivity within the smaller, newly defined regions. 

Graphs which only contain uni-directional arcs (i.e. one way streets) are 

called directed graphs or digraphs for short, and those which only consist of bi-

directional arcs (i.e. two way travel flow) are called undirected graphs. If a 

graph contains both directed and undirected arcs it is referred to as a mixed 

graph which real-world transportation networks are categorized under. A small 

mixed graph is illustrated in Figure 3.2 and typifies a set of connected streets. 

Directed arcs are indicated with directional flow arrows where as Undirected 

arcs have no arrows at all. 

.4  

No -

V 

Figure 3.2 - Example of a Mixed Graph 
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Arc sets a are commonly used in graph theory applications and are 

discussed in Smith [1982]. Four such sets are chains, paths, cycles, and 

circuits. A chain is a set of arcs which in series join a source node (s) and a 

terminating node (t). A chain thus contains a set of intermediate nodes 

between s and t. These arcs may flow in either direction from s to t, or from t to 

s, and do not all have to flow in the same direction. A path is a special type of 

chain in which the chain's arcs all flow in the direction from sto t. A cycle is also 

a special type of chain whose start and end nodes are one of the same. A 

circuit is both a path and a cycle combined. When there exists paths and chains 

which contain no cycles in them they are called simple paths and simple chains 

respectively. 

In many instances, a graph is a portion or subset of a larger graph. For 

example a community contains a set of streets which in turn is a section or 

subset of a larger set of city streets. Subsets of graphs can be divided into two 

categories; partial graphs and sub-graphs. A partial graph (n, a') is a graph 

extracted from a larger graph (n, a) that contains the same set of nodes (n) as 

its parent graph but has a smaller number of arcs (a') in its arc set (a). A 

subgraph, on the other hand, is a graph whose nodes (n') are a subset of a 

larger graph's node set (n) and whose arc set (a') are all those arcs which 

contain the nodes found in (n'). There also may exist a combination of these 

known as a partial subgraph (n', a'). 

A tree is a special type of connected graph whose nodes and arcs are 

structured in a hierarchical fashion. Often trees are partial subgraphs (n', a') of 

larger graphs (n, a). A commonly used example of a tree is family genealogy 

(or family tree) but it is noted that this example may not always exemplify true 

hierarchy. At the source of this tree is the root node. Most nodes have a parent 
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(ancestor) node and a child (descendant) or set of children nodes. Only the root 

node (R) has no ancestors. A node with no children is called a leaf. Trees are 

commonplace in optimal route determination theory and when properly applied, 

find powerful application in real-time map matching and as well route guidance. 

A tree whose nodes possess values or labels are called labelled trees. 

These labels are separate froñi node numbers. Trees whose labels are 

ordered are called ordered trees. Trees may be structured in numerous ways 

and can be stored quite efficiently depending on the application. One common 

characteristic of trees is that one node can have no more than one parent node. 

Trees can be classified into many categories according to their structure. For 

example, a partially ordered tree is a tree in which no child has a node label 

which is greater than its parent's label. 

Consider a specific tree locally defined by approaching a node along a 

link from another node; case in point, a car approaching an intersection. If 

travel is constrained to the graph then only a limited number of possibilities or 

opportunities 6xist to proceed onward. By branching outward or expanding the 

potential links of travel stemming out of the approaching expansion node (as 

defined by the graph's topology), a first-order tree (by depth) in this local region 

may be formed. Such a tree will be refered to here as a successor tree of 

opportunity and consists of a root node R, an expansion node E, and a set of 

successor nodes S. An example of the entire configuration of such a successor 

tree is illustrated in Figure 3.3. When one approaches node 2 (the expansion 

node E) from node 1 (the root node R), the opportunities of travel emanating out 

of node 2 (E) are towards the successor nodes (or leafs) 3, 4, and 5, which are 

the successor nodes Sleft 5forward' and Sright respectively, defining end 

points of alternatives links of travel. This particular example excludes the notion 
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S right 

of u-turn manoeuvres which may be handled by assigning R as a successor 

node Sback as well. All nodes including R, Sle ft , Sforward and Sright in 

this example are adjacent nodes to node E. 

Sleft 

forward 

Figure 3.3 - Successor Tree of Opportunity 

Networks (n, a, p) are simply graphs (n, a) whose arcs have additional 

properties (p) other than the arc's defined start and end nodes. A good 

example of an additional arc property is the length of the arc. It should be noted 

that in order to have a network there must exist at least one such additional arc 

property pertaining to each arc in the graph. Such street segment attributes or 

properties could include link distance, maximum permitted velocity, street name, 

road surface type, scenic value, etc. 
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The number of arcs in a network can be quite important in certain graph 

theory applications. A complete network is a network in which every node in the 

network is connected to every other node in that network. For a complete 

network, 

a =n(n-1)n2 , 

and for a near complete network, 

a n(n-1) n2. 

On the other hand, when 

a << n(n-1) 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

the network is identified as a sparse network which is most characteristic of 

automobile transportation networks. 

Networks are not always in two dimensions. In fact, networks may take 

on any dimension. For instance, imagine a network that possesses a time 

dimension. That is to say that some property (or properties) changes with time. 

A static network is a network whose defined properties are independent of time. 

These type of networks are also called non-time dependent networks and 

involve properties such as link distances. A dynamic network is opposite to a 

static network in that certain properties of the network .vary with time. For 

example, impedance values relating to traffic flow can dramatically change with 

time of day, being quite 'resistive' during peak rush hour times and quite 'small' 
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in the middle of the night. Dynamic networks are also termed time dependent or 

temporal. 

Two other types of networks that exist are probabilistic networks and 

deterministic networks. Probabilistic networks are networks whose properties 

are not known with absolute certainty. These properties usually follow some 

form of probability distribution function. Deterministic networks, as opposed to 

probabilistic networks, are networks whose properties are known with absolute 

certainty. 

Networks are usually visualized in a schematic form. This form of 

representation is good for imagining the structure of a network, however, for 

computational purposes, graphical diagrams, such as the one seen in Figure 

3.2, have their shortcomings. Network diagrams, for computational purposes, 

are commonly represented in a numerical sense. This form of representation 

involves the creation of a relational structure relating the nodes, arcs, and arc 

properties in a meaningful and useful format. 

There are three general structures often used in numerical network 

representation and they all have advantages and disadvantages. The three 

structures are the node-arc incidence matrix, the adjacency matrix, and the 

adjacency list. 

The first method of representing the network numerically is the node-arc 

incidence matrix (NODE_ARC). This matrix is structured in the following 

manner. Each row of the matrix represents one node in the network and each 

column represents one arc. Thus the 'dimensions of NODE—ARC is n rows by 

a columns. In each column there contains all zero elements except those rows 

that correspond to the start and end node of that particular arc. To represent the 

directional flow of the arc, any arbitrary convention may be adopted. For 
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example, undirected arcs may store the arc property value in both node pair 

rows and directed arcs may store a -1 value in the start node row and the arc 

property value in the end node row. Two advantages of this form of network 

representation i's that parallel arcs can be stored easily and the ac orientated 

structure of the matrix may be beneficial in certain applications. A strong 

disadvantage is that for networks with large node sets (n), many zeros may be 

stored in the incidence matrix, which may warrant an undesired matrix 

dominated by zero elements. This is definitely the case for automobile networks 

and thus the incident matrix is not recommended for AVLN implementation. 

The adjacency matrix (AMAT) is an n by n dimensional matrix whose. 

rows (i)and columns (j) correspond directly to the various nodes in the network. 

Similarly, the elements of AMAT (i.e. AMAT[/, ii) correspond to the arc property 

p[/, J}. If a node i is connected to another node j by one arc, then the property 

of that arc is stored in the location AMAT[/, J]. On the other hand, if node i is not 

directly linked to node j by one arc, then an infinite value oo (i.e. computationally 

a very large number) is stored in the location AMAT[/, J]. The advantage of 

using an adjacency matrix lies in the characteristic of the matrix itself. Only the 

arc properties need be stored numerically. The structure of the matrix inherently 

accounts for the adjacent node relationships of each arc. For complete or near 

complete networks, this is an efficient way to represent the network. Drawbacks 

can occur when the network contains parallel arcs. A single adjacency matrix 

can't contain two or more undirected arc properties for the same node pair 

unless another dimension to the array are introduce. In this case we now have 

an adjacency array. This may pose a storage waste problem, especially when 

there are only a small number of parallel arcs compared to n2. 
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The third possibility of street network representation is the adjacency list 

array ADJ_LIST. This list is a table of arc node pairs (I,]) and corresponding 

arc properties p[/, j]. The main advantage to this method is storage efficiency 

when working with sparse networks. (i.e. automobile road transportation 

networks). If, for example, there are m additional arc properties besides the 

node pair for each arc in a network, then the decision threshold when deciding 

on an adjacency list ADJ_LIST over an adjacency matrix AMAT is, 

a(2+m) < mn2 , (3.4) 

where 

a (2 + m) is proportional to ADJ_LIST storage, 

m n2 is proportional to AMAT storage. 

So if (by rearranging equation 3.4) 

m  
a < (2 + m)' (3.5) 

then one should select an adjacency list for storage optimization. Depending 

upon the application various methods can be introduced regarding the order of 

storage of adjacent nodes in an adjacency list. One method of storing an 

adjacency list is called the forward star form. This method uses a pointer list 

an end node list, and an arc weight list and requires storage proportional to n 

and a, namely: 
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storage .•. n+2a, (3.6) 

[Dial et al., 1979]. As the ac weights are sorted by ascending order, it is termed 

forward star form. It recommended that a similar, method of network storage to 

this be used for AVLN applications, as was the case for this project. 

3.2 Prototype Test Network 

The transportation region used for prototype development is illustrated in 

Figure 3.4. The selected area is located just north of The University of Calgary's 

(U of C) campus and is a blend of both residential and industrial districts. The 

network itself is composed of 118 nodes and 179 arcs and internally features 

numerous street characteristics such as: one ways; cul-de-sacs; T-

intersections; off ramps; high speed arterials; collector and secondary roads; 

school and playground zones; and, driving loops, providing a realistic yet 

manageable size network for the test project. One polygon is also connected to 

the network and it represents a parking lot located on U of C grounds. As both 

one way and two way streets (i.e. arcs) exist in the network its structure is a 

mixed graph. Specific nodes relating to discussions in the following sections 

are represented by bold dots in Figure 3.4. 

Most vehicles operate in much larger networks geographically (e.g. those 

found on munici5al, regional, provincial and nation wide scales). Due to the 

large storage requirements imposed by these larger networks and the real-time 

processing demanded by AVLN systems, it is envisioned that divide and 

conquer strategies which partition the network into subnetworks will prevail in 

the future. 
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Network partitioning implies Jarger networks being represented by a 

mosaic of smaller subnetworks demarcated by polygons, providing more rapid 

and efficient real-time system operation and performance with manageably 

sized working frames to operate within. The test area selected is representative 

of a small subnetwork (i.e. a community) within a larger network (i.e. city of 

Calgary). 

Extraction of street intersection coordinates from the Area Master Files 

(AMF) provided by Statistics Canada supplied initial digital map information. 

Customization and enhancements were carried out to more appropriately suit 

the needs of the project (e.g. topological structure reformatting). For the 

geographic regions where AMF data coverage does not extend (e.g. U of C 

campus) and for those street intersections where AMF coordinates are in gross 

error, a small GPS campaign both supplemented and corrected all the updates 

required. 

Vector (i.e. street segments) as opposed to raster (i.e. bit map) format 

forms the foundation of the test network's database. AVLN network operations 

such as map matching to streets, route determination, and route guidance are 

more appropriately performed for on road AVLN operations with vector formats 

than with raster formats. Vector formats provide a storage efficient method of 

naturally representing a graph or network digitally. As AVLN operations are 

mostly concerned with sparse street networks, vector files save tremendous 

amounts of storage space when compared to raster (i.e. pixel by pixel) data 

files. Raster map representation is best envisioned as a matrix storage 

technique filling in all picture elements of a computer screen and stored this 

way for future display. Unfortunately, all topological data and coordinate data 

that was required to build the bit map of streets is buried in the dot matrix.. As 
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most route determination algorithms require vector information describing a 

network's topology numerically, complex and run-time expensive algorithms 

would be required to extract the necessary vector knowledge back out of such 

matrices enabling route determination algorithms to operate. This large 

incompatibility with route determination algorithms prevents the practical 

implementation of raster techniques alone into AVLN systems offering optimal 

route guidance options. Compared to raster, vector format is also favourable in 

light of map matching functions as map correlation to streets can be made much 

more quickly and more efficiently with vector based structures than with raster. 

Compaçatively speaking, vector format is clearly the prefered selection 

for most AVLN system applications. Raster , format does have one major 

advantage over vector techniques. Implementing raster based data permits 

significantly faster displaying of digital map images to a computer screen than 

vector data does [Klesh, 1989]. This is due to the fact that vector techniques 

involve segment by segment line drawing operations compared to a single 

screen graphics dump of a raster image. As time is a key factor in any real-time 

system, some combination of both (e.g. highlighted vector best route overlayed 

onto bit map background) may be a novel solution for future AVLN generation 

systems which contain both map display and route guidance options. As it was 

not the intent of this project to develop enhanced AVLN graphics functions, only 

vector format is implemented for functional reasons discussed above. For a 

more in depth analysis on this subject see Karimi [in prep.]. 
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3.3. Node Data 

Each node in a network can be represented by a unique node identifier 

Many graph theory related problems are not concerned with a node's 

geographic representation (i.e. physical coordinates) but only of its relation to 

other nodes in the network (i.e. topology). In an AVLN environment, however, 

this is not the case and node coordinates play an essential role providing the 

relational medium in which vehicle location within the network may occur. 

Without such information, no physical relationship between computed 

geographic positions of the vehicle and locations contained within the digital 

map (of which all information is tied to) could be made. For the test project, a 

street node data file was created of the test network seen already in Figure 3.4. 

Illustrated inFigure 3.5a is the node data record structure. It is of fixed 

length and contains three fields of attributes. The first two fields of each node 

record are reserved for the x and y UTM coordinates of that node. The last field 

is designated to contain a code typifier number which indicates node type. To 

expand on this last field, every node used to describe a street map digitally may 

not pivot a typical cross (+) intersection. For example, some nodes anchor T 

intersections whereas others lie within a sequence of segments representing 

road curvature. Knowledge of node types are used for route guidance 

operations, aid in map matching techniques, and assist reading variable length 

topological records. 

x UTM Coordinate y UTM Coordinate Node typifier code 

Figure 3.5a - Node Data Record Structure 
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An example of the node file is displayed in Figure 3.5b. The file can be 

envisioned as an array with each row containing one node record 

corresponding to a particular node in the network and each column 

corresponding to a particular field. Node identification is carried out by 

assigning each node a node identification number which directly corresponds 

to the row of the array in which that particular node is described. Note that this 

is not the same as the node typifier code. The number of nodes in the array is 

coincident with the number of nodes contained in the network. For future work 

involving very large networks it is realized now that it may be more appropriate 

to add a new field in the node record reserved specifically for a node identifier 

number. Such an addition would allow for easier maintenance and upkeep of 

the database. As mentioned above, node identifier numbers in this file 

correspond directly to the listed order of each node record in the node file. 

Each field is now addressed here in further detail beginning with coordinates 

and followed by node typifier codes. 

Numerous coordinate types can conceivably describe a node's position. 

Differences exist between varying combinations of coordinate systems and 

reference frames (e.g. ECEF - Earth Centred Earth Fixed Cartesian X,Y,Z; 

geodetic curvilinear p, 2.., h; and, x,y - UTM mapping plane). The acquired 

Canadian AMF coordinate data, exist only in reference to the UTM, two 

dimensional mapping plane which is based upon the geodetic NAD27 (North 

American Datum of 1927); the standard generally used in Canadian GlS 

industry. UTM coordinates used for the test networkdata conform directly to the 

AMF data available. Working in this system allows positioning, locating, and 

map matching to be performed in a two dimensional Cartesian world, making 

computations quite straight forward; an appealing characteristic to a real-time, 
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dynamic system. AnOther favourable quality regards visual presentation. The 

two dimensional reference frame conforms directly to two dimensional computer 

display screens. Two problems arise, however, when UTM mapping 

coordinates referenced to NAD27 are incorporated. 

Node Identifier 

node 0 (row 0) 

node 1 (row 1) 

node 8 (row 8) 

node 39 (row 39) 

node 76 (row 76) 

node 110 (row 110) 

node 115 (row 115) 

x UTM y UTM Type 

700579 

700780 

699540 

699795 

699855 

700490 

700387 

5662329 

5662759 

5662540 

5663127 

5662784 

5662263 

5662486 

0 

3 

2 

4 

1 

5 

6 

Figure 3.5b - Node File Example 

The first is more of a consideration than a problem. Any UTM projection, 

regardless of the geodetic datum used, involves a two dimensional map 

projection based upon six degree longitudinal zones. This zonal restriction 

ensures-that map projection distortions are controlled. Unfortunately, when one 

crosses between two zones, a discontinuity exists in coordinates as the new 

zone is referenced to another central meridian. As the test region selected is 
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quite small relative to six degrees of longitude, it falls entirely within one UTM 

six degree zone and no problems of this type were of concern to the project. 

One must be aware, however, of this non-global trait for future development 

where UTM zone boundary crossings will be inevitable. 

The second problem is more serious in nature and involves the 

discrepancy between the nongeocentric, geodetic NAD27 (North American 

Datum- 1927) which many existing digital map data are referenced to, and the 

geocentric, geodetic NAD83 (equivalent to WGS84 - World Geodetic System 

1984) in which GPS coordinates are derived. The UTM projetiori is a 

standardized transverse Mercator projection [Frankich, 1985], which, like most 

map projections, approximates a portion of the earth's ellipsdidal surface in two 

dimensions. The coordinates of the projection subsequently depend upon the 

curvilinear coordinates of latitude and longitude (defining points on the earth's 

surface) which in turn depend upon how the earth's spheroid is defined 

[Vanicek and Krakiwsky, 1986]. The difference between NAD27 and NAD83 

datums is quite significant and it is not sufficient to simply convert NAD83 GPS 

latitude and longitude coordinates to the UTM mapping plane and relate these 

to NAD27 derived UTM Street coordinates. The difference in Alberta is 

expected to be in the 100 metre range for geographic coordinates and in the 

200 metre range for UTM coordinates [Walker and Usher, 1988]. As GPS is an 

absolute positioning system referenced to NAD83 and is being incorporated 

into the prototype, appropriate transformations must be made. 

Unfortunately, absolute point conversions based on geometric 

coordinate system transformations [Krakiwsky and Wells, 1971] between 

NAD83 to NAD27 do not account for regional non-linear'distortions caused by 

the independent datum parameter adjustments. Three readjustment 
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possibilities exist: rigorous recalculation technique using original field 

observations which is very costly; common correction factor throughout a 

• locality which is boundary limited; and, rubber sheeting which by comparison 

between specific points computes non-linear correction parameters for all other 

points from NAD27 to NAD83. Preliminary rubber sheet testing has shown very 

good results for such conversions [Walker and Usher, 1988] and will be more 

economical than the rigorous recalculation efforts and more flexible than 

boundary limited readjustment. The test network (Figure 3.4) selected lies 

within a small enough region that a common correction factor can be applied 

converting directly NAD27, UTM coordinates to NAD83, UTM coordinates. The 

shift parameters are a -76 metre correction to x(NAD27) and a 222 metre 

correction to y(NAD27); showing no detectable discrepancies between GPS 

and map once applied. These parameters were computed using NAD27 and 

NAD83 geodetic coordinates of four different control stations situated around 

and about the prototype test network and were found constant to within 0.3 

metres across the region defined; clearly within the tolerance needed for AVLN. 

The control information was supplied by the Geodetic Survey Division of the 

Department of Energy, Mines and Resources, Canada. 

The last field in the node data record is the node typifier code. Seven 

node typifier code numbers, 0 through 6, are implemented to typify the nodes 

forming the test network and define variable record lengths of the network 

topology data. These node types are exemplified in column 3 of Figure 3.5b in 

conjunction with the digital map plotted in Figure 3.4. A 0 code indicates a node 

which is used to describe curvilinear features of a street bend (e.g. node 0). 

The code number 1 describes a node which is a cul-de-sac end point (e.g. node 

76). A code 2 expresses a node anchoring a near right angle turn intersection 
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(e.g. node 8) differing by a 0 code in that a significant identifiable change in turn 

direction can be used for coordinate update map matching. Codes 3 and 4 are 

attached to T and + intersection nodes respectively such as node 1 and node 

39. Codes 5 and code 6 are reserved for parking lot nodes with the distinction 

of the former specifying entrance-exit gateway nodes (e.g. node 1 10) and the 

latter boundary nodes only(e.g. node 115). Further node types will undoubtedly 

be required for unique network configurations not contained in this test network. 

It is realized that many node attributes not included in the prototype's 

database would further enhance later generation systems but have yet to be 

included in many GIS street databases. An obvious node feature missing is 

height information. This would accommodate for slope reduction of observed 

odometer distances onto the two dimensional mapping plane and also aid 1n 

magnetic compassed based systems allowing a means to better estimate the 

compass plane's incidence with the earth's magnetic field. Unfortunately, 

height information is not contained within the AMF sources acquired and 

unfortunately does not exist in developing AVLN databases to date. It is 

recommended to AVLN map developers to digitize this third dimension into 

developing databases so as to provide information to better resolve a vehicle's 

position and location (e.g. three dimensional map matching) and lend 

additional knowledge to route determination and guidance functions housed 

within navigation and information modules. 

An example of position enhancement from height information is a GPS 

position fix using only three satellites by constraining the height (retrieved from 

the map database) in the solution. Other node attributes envisioned to assist 

significantly pertain to traffic control, such as traffic lights, stop signs, no turn 

restrictions, and yield signs. This information will provide additional impedance 
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values for best route computation. Landmark information in the near proximity 

of particular nodes will also contribute to route guidance functions by alerting 

drivers more appropriately of important 'land marked' intersections ahead. For 

each new attribute classification created, each node record (see Figure 3.5a) 

would be expanded by one field. 

3.4 Network Topology Data 

Representation of the topology of astreet network is fundamental to the 

AVLN prototype system [Krakiwsky et al., 1987b]. This is due to the fact that the 

map matching, location monitoring, route determination, and route guidance 

functions are all dependent upon knowledge of the topological structure of the 

road network. 

Topology of a network is the connectivity relations between nodes 

contained within the network. Each node is connected to one or more nodes: 

For example, consider a standard grid-like framework often associated to an 

urban street network. Each internal node is connected to four other adjacent 

nodes via arcs (i.e. streets) providing four potential routes for travel 

advancement (i.e successor tree of opportunity) from that point. 

The record structure of the network topology data is exemplified in Figure 

3.6a. The knowledge fields contained within each variable length topology data 

record are: 

a) each nodes adjacent n6de relation; 

b) the street name identifier number of each link defined; and, 

c) the link distance between two adjacent nodes. 
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Variable lengths of each record are known from the node typifier code number 

contained in the node data file (section 3.3). 

Adjacent node Street name identifier Distance - - - - - - - - - 

Figure 3.6a - Network Topology Data Record Structure 

Similar to the node data file, each row (i.e. record) of the array structure, 

seen in the example topology file of Figure 3.6b, corresponds to one node. 

Contained within each row are the adjacent node identifier numbers of that 

particular node distinguished by node identifier numbers (i.e node file row 

numbers). Inserted after each adjacent node number, which completes the 

definition of an arc, are two arc attributes (i.e. m 2). The first is the link's 

distance weight and the second is the street name identifier code of the link. 

Combined the three fields form a field set, one set for each case of adjacency. 

A specific example is seen in row 39 which corresponds to node 39. It is an + 

intersection node with four adjacent nodes: nodes 38, 45, 40 and 42. The arc 

defined by end node 39 and 40 has the street name identifier 18 

(corresponding to Vardana Road, see Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.7b) and a 

distance of 89 metres. Conceivably any information type pertaining to each arc 

(e.g. legal permitted velocities, lane widths, etc.) can be stored just as arc 

lengths and arc street names are. 
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Node Identifier 

node 1 (row 1) 

node 8 (row 8) 

node 9 (row 9) 

node 15 (row 15) 

node 39 (row 39) 

node 76 (row 76) 

rode 107 (row 107) 

node 110 (row 110) 

10 33 103 1 2 6 201 I 12 33 189 I 

20 9 297! 9 32 35 ! 

, 8 32 35j 15 9 113! 14 32 467 1 

32 36,352 1 9 9 01 13 32 267 

38 18 90 1 45 26 113 I 40 18 89 I 42 12 127'! 

75 27 203 1 

106 0 56 1108 0 6 

109 4 52! 

Figure 3.6b - Network Topology Data File Example 

Not all nodes are directly adjacent to four other nodes. This is apparent 

from inspection of Figure 3.6b and quite obvious when one thinks about it. For 

instance in Figure 3.4, cul-de-sac ending nodes (code 1) have only one 

adjacent node (e.g. node 76). Thus only one adjacent node (node 75) and 

corresponding set of arc descriptors are found in row 76 of the topology data file 

example (Figure 3.6b). Code 0 nodes (nodes in curvilinear sequence -shape 

nodes) and code 2 nodes (near right angle turn nodes) both have two adjacent 

nodes. Examples of these are nodes 107 and 8 respectively. T-intesections 

(code 3) have 3 adjacent nodes (e.g. node 1) and parking lot gateway nodes 

(code 5) (e.g. node 1 10) are unique in the sense that they are connected to at 
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least one street node and to two parking lot boundary nodes (code 6). A 

separate file was created to handle the one parking lot in the test network (i.e.0 

of C parking lot 10). This file contains a stream of node numbers defining the 

parking lot polygon boundary including the gate way node 110, allowing a 

relation to exist between the street topology nodes and parking lot polygon. 

The network topology file is also where one way street information is 

stored. If an arc is directed (i.e. allowable travel flow is one way only) then the 

length of that arc which represents the opposite flow (i.e. against the one-way) 

is flagged by a zero weight element (representing 0 - converted in the program 

to a very large weight). The adopted orientation of flow is defined by the row 

node as the start node flowing to the corresponding adjacent node, the. end 

node. An example is the off ramp arc defined by nodes 9 and 15 (see Figure 

3.4). From node 9 to node 15 traffic may exit 32 Avenue and feed onto 

Shaganappi Trail. Traffic is prohibited to flow from node 15 to node 9. Thus, in 

the network topology file, the length of arc 9 to 15 found in row 9 (Figure 3.5) 

has the correct weight, 113 metres, however, its compliment length found in row 

15 (arc 15 to 9) is assigned a zero weight (representing oo - converted in the 

program to a very large weight) indicating a one-way restriction. 

It is clear that the topology date file contains the information of adjacency 

list described in section 3.1, the most appropriate selection for AVLN databases 

du.e to the inherent sparseness quality of automobile networks. For this 

particular network recall n = 118 and.a = 179. Plugging these values into 

equation 3.5 yields the true inequality 

2.1182 

179 < 2 + 2 = 6962, (3.7) 
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which numerically proves the reason for the adjacency list selection .from a 

storage point of view. It is similar to a forward star form, having n + 20(m + 1) 

storage (2a representing one street segment stored twice, once for each flow 

direction possibility). The listing of adjacent nodes are not ordered in an 

ascending or descending fashion by arc attribute quantity, however, but rather 

are ordered by adjacency node orientation about the particular expansion node 

at hand. The order is defined by clockwise orientation in this particular case. 

For code 4 nodes (+ intersections) it does not matter which adjacent node leads 

the sequence stored in a row, but more importantly, that th.ey are all stored in a 

clockwise fashion about the central node. 

From an AVLN point of view, such order aids in location monitoring, map 

matching, and route guidance. If the system has identified what arc it is on and 

what node it is approaching on that arc, then from this data structure not only the 

successors nodes of the up and coming expansion node can be accessed 

quickly but furthermore which successor node is to the right, which is forward 

and which is to the left upon intersection approach. For code 2 and code 3 

nodes, the lead adjacency node in the corresponding row is important to 

maintain in the orientation strategy allowing the left, forward and right successor 

nodes (whatever the case may be) to be easily identified. For code 2, the node 

which defines the top of the uppercase "L" of the intersection is listed first and 

clockwise sequence is maintained for all other adjacent nodes following. For 

code 3 nodes, the upper right most node of the uppercase "T" is listed first with 

all others from this point ordered in a clockwise sequence. Code 0 and code 1 

need no orientation for the obvious reason that the successor node set S is 

empty for cul-de-sacs (code 1) (excluding the root node R) and only contains 
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one node for code 0 nodes, leaving only one possibility of street travel 

neglecting mid street, u-turn, movements. Without doubt, successors node 

orientation could be resolved by real-time azimuth computations and 

comparisons upon each intersection approach but this format allows for quick 

relative orientation without computation. 

The topological adjacency structure is probably the most important 

component of the database module. Unfortunately it is also the single most 

factor missing in many existing digital map GIS road databases. 

3.5 Auxiliary Information Data 

Viewed from a user's perspective, auxiliary information contained within 

this file provides the necessary data link between numerically represented 

street networks and symbolic street names, block address endings, points of 

interest, etc., with which drivers and navigators identify with. The data file for the 

test system was a list of street names ordered alphabetically. Each row is 

reserved for one name of a road be it a street, avenue, parking lot entrance, etc., 

and the chain of nodes associated with that street. In this way, alpha-numeric 

street names are geocoded directly to node identifiers and further to chains of 

arcs. 

An example of the prototype system auxiliary data record structure is 

given in Figure 3.7a and an example of the auxiliary file compliments this in 

Figure 3.7b. Relations can be made to the node attribute data file via node 

identification numbers and to the network topology data file by means of node 

identification numbers and street name identification numbers attached to each 

defined arc. These relations accommodate a two way access, namely: they 

allow the system to quickly access the street name for navigation presentation 
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when driving on a particular street or approaching a specific intersection; and, 

opposite to this, they allow the system to rapidly retrieve a node identifier 

number when the navigator types in a location by alpha-numeric street address 

(in order for appropriate numeric ties to be made necessary for various system 

functions). 

Street name number of nodes (n) n 1 n2 - - - n 

Figure 3.7a - Auxiliary Data Record Structure 

Street Name Identifier 

street 18 (row 18) 

Street 39 (row 39) 

Vardana Road 

37 Street 

4 

5 

37 38 39 40 

1319163235 

Figure 3.7b - Auxiliary Data File Example 

It has been envisioned by Case [1986] that tremendous amounts of 

useful auxiliary information could be stored into future AVLN systems similar to 

what one might find in the yellow pages of a telephone directory and Lee et al. 

[1989] discuss various route related information types that will be useful to 

scores of future AVLN applications. These visions will soon become a reality, 

giving, a tremendous amount of power and practicality to AVLN systems in years 

to come. 
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3.6 Remarks 

Many developmental man-years still lie ahead in digital mapping before 

the practical implementation on AVLN systems into our society will occur. 

Development areas concerning: cartography for computerized land vehicle 

navigation [Glick and Johnson, 1984; Hayes, 1986] including automatic label 

placement [Monmonier, 1982; Ahn and Freeman, 1984]; zooming, panning, and 

scrolling operations for in-car digital map displays; database modelling and. 

structuring in light of all system functions; real-time retrieval speeds, update 

flexibility, and storage limitations; geocbding and digitizing efforts involving 

hundreds of resources to represent the entire nation's streets and highways 

appropriately; update and maintenance of street networks transforming over 

time (i.e. dynamic networks); and, quality data checking are among the hurdles 

AVLN mapping presently faces. 

If digital street networks stored in cars are poorly represented and 

incomplete, whether it be by input error or more likely by neglected update, 

AVLN systems will be subject to failure while operating in affected regions. The 

more such instances exist, the less reliable the system will be. It is imperative 

that both these issues be addressed and taken very seriously with the utmost 

respect. This is true not only from a system integrity point of view but also from a 

consumer market point of view. Interestingly, even since the project began, the 

prototype network has physically undergone changes. What was once a traffic 

intersection controlled by stop lights at Crowchild Trail and 32 Avenue (see 

Figure 3.4) is now a major overpass and off ramp thoroughfare. Real world 

transportation transfigurations and transformations clearly must be dealt with. 
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In the years to come digital mapping will experience many 

advancements. Rising technologies such as CD-ROM (Compact Disc-Read 

Only Memory) storage devices capable of storing more than 500 megabytes of 

data [Cooke, 1985], enough to store a digital map of every highway and street in 

Canada and the United States [Case, 1986] and network transformation 

detection by high resolution satellite imagery techniques [Li et al., 1989], will 

dictate direction of the industry's approach to solve the pressing problems at 

hand. Considering the magnitude of the diitization and update processing 

which prevails, industry mapping standards must be defined as soon as 

possible. Scores of creative AVLN mapping ideas and methodologies remain 

to be unveiled and soon cartographers and mappers facing the future must 

make significant decisions (e.g. redundancy in exchange for speed) regarding 

AVLN related databases as they see their industry transform progressively from 

a map production industry to an information industry [Haywood, 1986]. 

The chapter presented here outlines what data structures were 

incorporated for the prototype development over the test region selected 

providing the necessary information to various, real-time system functions. The 

intent was to present the kinds of knowledge that must be embedded into AVLN 

system databases and describe the working database installed in the AVLN 

2000TM prototype 



4. POSITION AND LOCATION MODULE 

4.1 Initialization 

To begin operating, an AVLN system must have some knowledge of its 

present starting position in order to furnish the kinematic position filter with an 

initial point of expansion and additionally to commence resolving the vehicle's 

location with respect to the network. The function which handles the provision 

of such knowledge is entitled the initialization function. Initialization for an 

AVLN system may be accomplished by a number of alternatives with three 

primary methods including: 

1) manual input (e.g. menu selection); 

2) automatic GPS position link fitting; or, 

3) saved information carried over from the previous journey. 

Manual input implies exactly that. Numerous methods of input are 

possible ranging from standard keyboard entry to dedicated keypad menu 

selection to touch sensitive screens displaying a digital map. By whatever 

means the information is entered, the decision being strictly ergonomical, it is 

clear that location not position information will be supplied in the most part. 

Users will have no idea nor care for that matter what their exact latitude or 

longitude (i.e. position) is, but they will, however, be able to supply knowledge 

of where they are situated in the transportation network by observing 

intersection street names read from corner signposts and addresses marked on 

nearby buildings (i.e. location). Given such location information, the system 

can then automatically position' the vehicle by retrieving corresponding node 
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and link identifiers from the auxiliary database and then in turn map coordinates 

from the node database. In this manner location by user identifiable street 

names are entered and numeric location and position is retrieved enabling the 

AVLN system to begin operations. 

Although manual input provides a very reliable method of initialization, it 

falls short of perfection due to its tedious nature. Users would surely grow 

impatient rather quiqkly with a system requiring frequent manual updates. In 

this light, clearly one of the advantages of implementing GPS positioning into 

the system involves its innate ability to compute a position automatically without 

human involvement. Only position is provided however not location. The task 

to identify the corresponding network location given the position is the 

responsibility of the initialization function. Although not implemented into the 

AVLN 2000 test software, a method of performing this operation worthy of 

mention was conceived during the project and is explained here. 

Observation of two consecutive GPS fixes of a vehicle in motion defines 

,a directed arc or link with two map coordinate end points x1, y1 and x2, y2. 

By definition, the link is directed from point 1 to point 2 in the azimuth direction 

defined by the planar azimuth equatiori 

x2 - x1 

a12 =tan 
- 

(4.1 a) 
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where 

= tan -1 
12 

Li 'l 2 

LX 12 =X 2 - xl, 

- yl -

(4.1b) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

Figure 4.1 illustrates the GPS computed link. Note that 2 is taken as the 

estimated vehicle heading in this case as well. 

y 
(Northing) 

Y2 

X  

pt.2 

 0".- x (Easting) 
x2 

Figure 4.1 - Grid Azimuth Geometry 
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If the vehicle is travelling on a street, similarity exists between the 

observed GPS link and the street's link defined digitally in the map database. If 

a unique correlation can be found between a link in the database and the GPS 

link, then the location of the vehicle can be identified. 

The correlation procedure to match links is termed 'link fitting'. To narrow 

the problem of link comparisons down tremendously, only street data contained 

in a prespecified window about the GPS coordinated link should be considered. 

Suitable window sizes should be considered based on existing discrepancies 

between observed position and digital map data. 

An illustrated example of link fitting is displayed in Figure 4.2. Visually, it 

is clear link 5 would be the appropriate choice for a match. Notice that once 

the correct street has been identified, with the heading already determined 

(equation 4.1 a), the next node en route, (i.e. node 5) in the network can be 

quickly identified and all successor nodes of this node retrieved quickly from 

node topology data structure. Interpolation procedures using the last GPS fix 

(i.e. GPS 2) could then be implemented to estimate how far along the identified 

link the vehicle is situated and how far, in distance, is the approaching 

intersection from the vehicle's present location. 

As it is inevitable that off road travel will occur whether it be through a 

field or in a parking lot (both defined as polygons in the digital map database) 

the term location must be defined as to include polygon occupancy (i.e. location 

is defined as being situated within the boundaries of a defined region). In 

these situations, location must be determined by solving a standard point-in-

polygon problem. Techniques to solve the point in polygon problem are 

discussed by Feuchtwanger and Lodwick [1986] as applied in GIS. 
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Figure 4.2 - GPS Link Fitting Concept 

Clearly, an AVLN system which can provide the least amount of human 

interface during initialization or reinitialization periods will be the most favorable 

from a user's perspective. GPS obviously has the potential to automatically 

perform these duties as discussed above but due to shadowing problems 

leading to satellite signal blockage, manual reinitialization features should be 

designed into the system. This will ensure an alternative solution for 

reinitialization during location loss situations in GPS shadow zones. 

Practically speaking, reinitialization should rarely occur. One clever 

approach to decrease reinitialization substantially is to utilize static RAM 

facilities enabling the system to remember all pertinent position and location 

information after power down just waiting to be used when the vehicle begins 

operating at some later time in the future. Of course, when initialization is 

required and it will be required from time to time, GPS can provide both position 

and location updates automatically reducing the option of manual initialization 
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even further with the beauty-of never letting the driver know he or she was 

temporarily lost in the first place. For the test project, no fancy initialization 

techniques were developed. Only manual input of system location defined by 

raw link and node identifier numbers was incorporated to allow for rapid field 

trials and development. A final product however would require extensions to 

this, such as the ones discussed above. 

4.2 Differential Odometry 

To obtain dead reckoned coordinates of a vehicle using odometers alone 

requires a minimum of two odometer sensors, each sensing independent 

wheels of the same wheel pair. By averaging and differencing the left and right 

wheel measurements over specified intervals, position vectors defining relative 

changes in vehicle position may be observed. To compute a set of coordinates 

(x i+1' y1+1 ) of a vehicle at time t 1 both the previous set of coodinates (x i, 

y ) at time tand the position vector components (xi + i, over the 

interval t to t+1 are required. The general mathematical expressions for this 

is simply 

and 

x+1 =x1 + 

Y+i =Yi +Ay1+1. 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 
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To begin this recursive operation a set of initial starting coordinates and 

heading are required since the position vector implies knowledge of not only 

magnitude (i.e. distance) but direction (i.e. azimuth) as well. This gives rise in 

part to the initialization function described in Section 4.1. 

Once a starting point and an initial heading azimuth have been defined, 

positional vectors.in reference to these are computed by observing changes in 

both distance and azimuth. Over a small interval t i to t+1 , changes in 

distance and azimuth as functions of both left and right wheel odometer 

measurements are computed in the following manner. A change in left wheel 

distance is computed by 

= d 1 - d, 

and similarly for the right wheel by 

where 

R R R 
Ad •i =d1+1 -d 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

d distance measured at time t by left wheel odometer, 

d distance measured at time t by right wheel odometer, 

d41 distance measured at time t+1 by left wheel odometer, 

d 1 distance measured at time t+1 by right wheel 

odometer. 



The estimated total distance travelled of the vehicle over the specified interval is 

the mean of equations 4.6 and 4.7 above defined by 

where 

Ad 11 •Ad 1+1 

i,i+1 = 2 

Ad i, i+l mean distance travelled over interval t to t1+1 . 

(4.8) 

A change in azimuth is also computed using odometer equations 4.6 and 4.7 

along with the TRACK width of the vehicle's wheel path (from wheel centre to 

wheel centre of same wheel pair). Azimuth deflection as a function of left and 

right odometer observations is expressed as 

where 

a1 

09+1 

= 

Ad L I,' R - d 1,1+1 

TRACK 

=a1 +i -a 1, 

(4.9a) 

(4.9b) 

Azimuth heading of vehicle's forward direction at epoch 

ti, 

azimuth heading of vehicle's forward direction at epoch 

ti+1, 

Aa 11•1 change in heading of vehicle over interval t to 
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The equation for the change in azimuth Aa11+1 (equation 4.9) is shown to be 

true by viewing Figure 4.3 and differencing the following two arc length 

equations 

= Ra i,i+1' 

where 

R  Radius of the left wheel's curvilinear path, 

RR Radius of the right wheel's curvilinear path. 

Subtracting equation 4.lOb from equation 4.1 Oa gives 

- Adij = (RL RR) 

Isolating zc1+i in equation 4.11 yields 

= 

Ad• R 
- d i,i+1 

(4.1 Oa) 

(4.lOb) 

(4.11) 

(4.12a) 
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Figure 4.3 - Differential Odometer Geometry 

which can be further expressed as 

VAd1 i+1 

Aaj11 = TRACK (4.12b) 
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with the substitution 

and 

Vzd. = d +i - 

TRACK = RL RR. 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

For the prototype, the TRACK parameter is a constant since the 

employed rear wheels are fixed always remaining parallel to one another and 

forward pointing. For situations in which front wheels are employed this is not 

the case due to the vehicle's Ackerman steering control mechanism [Newto n' , et 

al., 1983; and, Hillier and Pittuck, 1975]. In this scenario, the TRACK is not a 

constant value but rather changes with the cosine of the angle of the wheel 

plane from its forward pointing direction (i.e. steering angle) [VNLST, 1986]. 

With knowledge of x1, yi Ad i,i+,, and c, the parameters x l. 

and yi1 from equations (4.4) and (4.5) may be calculated by solving the 

equations for change in coordinates which are 

L\xH+l = L ii+l sin 

and 

(4.15) 
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LYj+1 =' ii+1 COS a +( 2 (4.16) 

The change in azimuth &.ii+i, is divided in half in equations 4.15 and 4.16 to 

approximate the chord of the arc path travelled (see Figure 4.3). 

In order to compute the displacements xH+.l and Ayii (equations 

4.15 and 4.16) from interval to interval, the azimuth of the vehicle's heading 

must calculated every cycle, namely 

(4.17) 

Reduction of slope distances observed by the odometers to horizontal 

distance components are not carried out in the AVLN 2000TM prototype system 

as no tilt sensors were incorporated nor was there intersection height 

information available from the database. As the test region (Figure 3.4) 

contained no severe grades, this did not pose a problem. Future generation 

systems, however, should consider reducing observed distance data to the 

horizontal plane by multiplying the observed slope distance by the cosine of the 

tilt angle from the local horizon. 

As well, no reverse wheel detection was automatically built into the 

system, however, the NU-METRICS odometers are capable of counting down 

by manual switching. It is suggested for automatic forward and backward 

motion detection that at least one additional sensor be placed on one of the 

wheels already odometer dedicated, 'mounted at 90 degrees out of phase with 



its partner odometer. With this configuration, the leading pulse coming from 

each sensor will reveal the direction of travel. 

The accuracy of a computed set of coordinates x1+1, Y+i is obviously 

L R 
a function of the accuracies of id1 + i, \d1+i and the previous coordinates x, 

(see equation 4.1 to 4.17). The manufactured NU-METRICS odometer 

accuracies are 1•10 1 of the distance travelled. Accuracies of x+1 and 

are also dependent on the interval length t to and quantization errors 

due to the linear approximation involved. 

The prototype retrieves odometer data at a rate of approximately 10 

Hertz. This allows Ad quantities to be reasonably controlled at high velocities 

(i.e. 3 metres. per interval at 100 km h1). 

Quantization error unfortunately for the NU-METRICS case is more 

problematic. Only 0.235 metres (0.771 feet) intervals of distance travelled can 

be detected; this number reflects the ground distance travelled between two 

pulses observed on the test vehicle by the ROADSTAR 40A calibration. 

procedures. In distance this does not pose a problem, but in azimuth change 

(A(x) it is much more expensive, especially if a pulse is missed and goes 

undetected. Such instances can occur at slow creeping speeds which are 

common during intersection turns while waiting for traffic. By partially 

differentiating equation 4.12, the maximum quantization error can be 

algebraically derived and an estimate computed. 
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Neglecting any error in the TRACK parameter, this partial differential 

equation is 

1  
= (TRACK) (4.18) 

The TRACK width for the Chevrolet Caravelle was measured to be 1.43 m. For 

one missed pulse, a quantization error-in distance difference (i.e. 6(Vd1i + i) = 

0.235 m) corresponds directly to a quantization error in Aa of 

(vLdii+l) = 1.43 m (0.235) (4.19a) 

= 0.16434 radians (4.19b) 

= 9.4 degrees. (4.19c) 

Clearly, a missed pulse by either NU-METRICS odometer employed can be an 

expensive contributor to error in coordinates resulting from error in- azimuth of 

9.4 degrees per missed pulse. 

Estimates for changes in latitude and longitude (At, &) as functions'of 

changes in UTM coordinates (ax, Ay) for future AVLN generations requiring 

latitude and longitude determination, may be computed according to the 

following equations which are functions of equations 4.15 and 4.16 above. A 

small change in latitude may be estimated by [Vanicek and Krakiwsky ,1986] 

AY 

Re 
(4.20) 
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and for a change in longitude 

where 

AX  

Re COS 't 

Re is the radius of the earth. 

(4.21) 

For an ellipsoidal earth, Re is not constant and the above two equations 

are enhanced to 

where 

Ax - 

(N + h) cos it 

h is the ellipsoidal height of the vehicle, 

M is the meridian plane radius of curvature, 

'2 
ae (1 - ee) 

2 . 2 3/2 
(1 - ee sin 4) 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

is the semi-major axis of the earth defining ellipsoid, 
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ee is the earth's eccentricity, 

2 2 
ae - be 

ee 2 (4.25) 
ae 

N is the transverse radius of curvature (prime vertical 

section radius of curvature: perpendicular to meridian 

plane ), 

ae 
N=   2 2 1/2 

(1 - ee Sfl l) 

The proof is made by utilizing the popular arc length equation 

where 

Sa = r - 

Sa 

r 

is the arc length, 

is the radius of the arc, and 

is the angle swept, 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

in application to the geometry of the earth's ellipsoid (see Krakiwsky [1973]). 

The ellipsoidal height h should be included, if available, in equations 4.22 and 

4.23, to increase accuracy even more. 
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4.3 Location Monitor and Map Matching 

The vehicle location monitor is essential to any AVLN system and with it 

tasks outside of vehicle position monitoring are performed. As mentioned 

previously, location not only relates to the knowledge of the vehicle's position 

but further to the vehicle's situated position relative to the digital street map. To 

ensure correct functional operation of an AVLN system, location must be 

consistently and continually monitored and maintained whether the vehicle is 

situated on a street, in a shopping mall parking lot, or off road in a field. Without 

this function performing well, the system would be lost, cutting all ties between 

vehicle and map database. The navigation and information module would have 

no inter-relation with the position and location module and thus prevent 

automatic location related navigation and information functions to perform (e.g. 

real-time route guidance instructions). Further map matching could not be 

carried out for positional updates without knowledge of vehicle location. 

Map matching, as it is defined here, is a method of providing position and 

azimuth updates to the system by observing existing correlations between the 

observed path driven by the vehicle and the digital road network. It differs 

slightly from the location monitor in that this function is only invoked periodically, 

only when the location monitor has, to a certain degree of confidence, 

significant position and heading knowledge (i.e. azimuth) of the vehicle which 

both may be used as updates to the kinematic position filter. Map matching is 

truly a sub-function of the location module as its performance relies entirely on 

the monitor but is distinguished separately to highlight its significant interaction 

with the position filter. 
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Map matching origins, approaches and applications have been 

investigated in detail and presented by French [1989]. Such techniques have 

evolved over the last two decades and correlation matching ranges from bit 

map pattern recognition to vector based, window constrained probabilistic 

decision making. Presented here is the location monitored map matching 

technique built into the AVLN 200O. A very straight forward map matching 

approach was taken in order to supply update information for testing of the 

kinematic position filter. Matches to the map are made by recognizing driven 

turn patterns at identifiable map defined intersections. This is performed in real-

time, requiring network constrained, location monitoring to be carried out. The 

employed methodology is described here in conjunction with Figure 4.4. 

At any time during a vehicle's journey, knowledge of the vehicles location 

and heading on a link in the network is known, maintained after initialization by 

the location monitor. The location monitor works strictly in a local sense, being 

concerned only with the particular link presently occupied by the vehicle. 

Distances travelled along the occupied link and direction of travel are observed. 

As the vehicle is approaching the end node's position of the current link, a 

successor tree (see section 3.1) is formed, involving all potential routes of 

advancement branching out of the up and coming intersection. The successor 

tree may be built quickly by examining all adjacent nodes contained in the 

topology record file corresponding to the approaching intersection's node. The 

tree's orientation is resolved by identification of that adjacent node in the 

topological record which corresponds to the root node of the successor tree 

being formed (i.e. the start node defining link of present travel). All remaining 

adjacent nodes thus define links of potential travel, all with unique azimuths. By 

composing and storing the successor tree well in advance of the next 
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intersection en route, the system is capable of making pattern matches of 

observed vehicle path to the digital street map. When a match is made position 

and azimuth may be updated, and the location of the vehicle is maintained 

through knowledge of the newly identified link. This procedure is carried out 

progressively, with a new successor tree developed at every street segment the 

vehicle's path is matched to. 

succesor nodes 

S left 

remaining 
distance to 
intersection 
centre 
7 

vehicle location 
and heading upon 
intersection approach 

opportunities of forward advancement 

actual turn path 

Figure 4.4 - Intersection Turn Map Matching 

5 right 
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Prior to intersection proximity the system determines all opportunities of 

advancement. When the vehicle comes within a particular distance from the 

centre of the approaching intersection, the map matching function is alerted. A 

circular window with radius 30 metres is used as a measure of proximity. This 

accounts for any discrepancies and errors existing between the computed 

position and the digital map. 

If the vehicle is in close proximity to an intersection (i.e. lies with the 

circular region defined) and an azimuth change is sensed which closely 

resembles one of the potential routes of the extension branches of the 

successor tree (e.g. within +1- 30 degrees), a match is made. It is noted that the 

update occurs after the turn has been made. To ensure that a correct azimuth 

update occurs, information from the differential odometer configuration is 

extracted and observed over time. Through the process of making a regular 

turn at an intersection, the trail of an automobile's path first follows along a 

straight path (i.e. on road approaching the intersection), then transforms into an 

arc (i.e. intersection turn), and returns to a straight line again (i.e. on new road). 

This particular pattern can be traced numerically by observing the quantity Vtd 

(equation 4.13) during the entire process. 

Upon straight line approach, Vtd 0, then during the turn Vd # 0, and 

upon turn completion Vid 0 again. When proceeding through an intersection 

or node and no turn is made, Vd 0 through the entire proximity zone. If the 

vehicle is located in the proximity zone and indeed makes a turn, a map match 

is made on the new link of travel. Updates do not occur until straight line motion 

is detected by observing Vd 0 over a period of time while the vehicle is 

moving. This ensures to a certain degree that the turn is complete and that the 

azimuth of the vehicle corresponds generally to the azimuth of the newly 
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matched link (i.e. the vehicle movement is relatively parallel to the map link). 

Map matched coordinates xMM and YMM (see Figure 4.4) are not the 

intersection centre coordinates defined in the database but rather fall a certain 

distance along the newly occupied street. This distance is a combination of two 

lengths. As the curve to tangent point of the vehicle's driven path through a turn 

does not generally pass through the centre of the intersection precisely, a 

nominal translational displacement (iddjsp) of 20 metres for right turns and 25 

metres for left turns is used in the computation of these map matched 

coordinates. Also, as distance (d10) is traversed for the period of time that 

the system is observing straight line motion (i.e. Vd 0 which is equivalent to 

0) to ensure the turn has been completed (as discussed above), it is 

included in the determination of xMM and yMM. The mathematical 

expressions to compute the map matched updates are as follows: 

where 

xMM = Xl nter + (Lddi sp + Ld (x O) sin(olj nk), 

YMM = Inter + (Lddi sp + Ad (x0) cos((xli nk), 

aMM = ali nk, 

xMM 

MM 

is the map matched x coordinate, 

is the map matched y coordinate, 

(4.28) 

(4.29) 

(4.30) 
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aMM 

Xlnter 

Ylnter 

is the map matched azimuth, 

is the digital map database retrieved intersection centre 

x coordinate, 

is the digital map database retrieved intersection centre 

y coordinate, 

Addisp is the displaced distance from intersection resulting from 

turning, 

LdaO is the distance travelled while observing straight line 

motion. 

Using this map matching procedure, intersection coordinate updates to' within 

the 20 metre level (one sigma) were achieved. The extent of updates to the 

map included all intersection turns and 180 degree cul-de-sac turns. 

The map matching technique described above integrated with dead 

reckoning performs reasonably well during real-time, field missions and served 

its purpose in gaining familiarity with AVLN map matching updates. It also 

provided map matched updates for the kinematic position filter tests which 

follow this chapter. Experience from numerous field runs revealed that this 

particular technique could brake down on off ramp shoots where the ramp 

angled away quite gradually and also in areas where intersections were closer 

than 30 metres apart, rendering the system lost. It is noted that as the system's 

operational area will be much larger than the development site selected for this 

project and that the location monitor must operate in real-time, a RAM buffered, 

sliding or switching window structure containing network data loaded from the 

main database should be developed for fast access and retrieval of surrounding 
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data [Karimi, in prep.]. The prototype took advantage of fast RAM access but 

due to the size of the network, this was only done internally within the program 

by array pointers. In a sense, the test network itself is such a window from the 

prototype's point of view and adjacent windows should be loaded into the 

suggested buffer when ever the system crosses boundaries or sometime just 

prior to this. From field experience, development of more sophisticated and 

logic intensive location monitoring and map matching functions is a must for 

future system extensions to ensure system product integrity. 

Further advanced map matching tebhniques are presently under 

investigation and development by both Etak [Honey et al., 1989] and Phillips 

[Thoone and Bruekers, 1987]; two systems which rely entirely on map matching 

to provide system updates. These efforts are based upon utilizing knowledge 

of estimated rectangular windows of position error encapsulating the vehicle's 

position. All digital map links which fall within the boundaries of the error 

window are potential candidates for street location. By means of simple 

decision logic and processes of elimination one particular road segment is 

recognized as the most probable possibility of location. Of course, the system 

will not always resolve just one location (i.e. an unambiguous situation). For 

example, if a left turn is made and the window of error contains two left turn 

possibilities then the system is unsure which street of the two it is truly on. In 

this case more sophisticated decision techniques are required to automatically 

re-locate the vehicle. 

If time is not of the essence, the vehicle's driven path may be stored from 

this point in a historical fashion and correlated to the map some time into the 

future using all street segments in question as starting points in an effort to 

resolve a unique location. Perhaps similarities between driven velocity and 
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speed limits, vehicle tilt and hill slope information, depending upon available 

information contained in the data base may aid in the decision process as well. 

The application of these techniques reduce the likelihood of required manual 

reinitialization and should be employed in any system, however, they don't 

eliminate the chances entirely. Obviously, the ultimate solution is to control 

error to a degree where no ambiguous location scenarios may arise (assuming 

high digital map quality) or at least not for very long, cutting the real-time 

location monitors tasks to a tracking mode only. This significantly reduces the 

load on the system's CPU giving it more time to run other system subprocesses. 

The concept of using error window to assist map matching is one step 

further in complexity than the circular proximity technique used to. identify 

intersection turns for the prototype . Room for enhancement in the design has 

been left for future developments towards this end. By employment of the 

kinematic filter, confidence regions (i.e. error windows) geometrically defined by 

error ellipses (in two dimensions) may be rigorously computed from the 

covariance information of the state vector. 

4.4 NAVSTAR GPS 

The NAVSTAR (NAVigation Satellite Timing And Ranging) Global 

Positioning System (GPS) is a 24 hour, worldwide, all weather absolute 

positioning system presently under development by the United States 

Department of Defense. When completed (estimated 1991), the entire GPS 

satellite constellation will contain 21 satellites plus 3 spares, all orbiting the 

earth in inclined orbits twice a day at a nominal altitude of 20 183 kilometres. 

The system is a passive multi-user system, transmitting two radio frequencies 
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L 1 on 1575.42 MHz and L2 on 1227.6 MHz. Three main observation types 

exist namely: pseudo-range observations; carrier beat phase observations; 

and, continuous carrier phase [Wells et al., 1987]. Only the pseudo-range 

observables are utilized for prototype operation. 

To solve for the 3-D coordinates of a vehicle equipped with a GPS 

receiver and antenna, simultaneous pseudo-range observations to at least four 

satellites must occur. The pseudo-range observation equation as given by 

[Wells et al. 1987] is 

where 

p=p+c(dt-dT) +di on +dtrop (4.31) 

p is the measured pseudo-range, 

p is the true geometrical distance between satellite and 

receiver, 

c is the vacuum speed of light, 

dt is the satellite clock error from GPS time, 

dT is the receiver clock error from GPS time, 

dion is the range error due to ionospheric delay, 

dt rop is the range error due to tropospheric delay. 

The pseudo-range observable p is equivalent to the product 

p = c•öt, (4.32) 
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where 

St is the difference between the time of signal transmission 

from the satellite (in the satellite time scale) and the time 

of signal reception by the receiver (in the receiver time 

scale). 

The geometrical distance p from satellite to receiver is a function of both 

the receiver's and satellite's terrestrial coordinates and may be computed by 

employment of this three dimensional distance equation 

I s 2 = (X - X r 2 s ) + (Y - Y r ) + (Z - Zr) 2]112 . 

Inserting equation 4.33 into 4.31 yields the parametric equation 

r ) + (Z 2 s I S = (X - X r 2 s - Y ) + (Y - Zr) 2]112 

+ c(dt - dT) + d0 + dt ro p. 

(4.33) 

(4.34) 

Four unknown parameters exist in this equation, these are: Xr r r 

(the coordinates of the receiver's antenna mounted on the roof of the vehicle) 

and dT (the receiver clock offset). All other parameters are known or observed. 
5 

The satellite ,(s) coordinates X , YS S , and Z are computed with knowledge of the 

Keplerian orbit parameters as obtained from the satellite transmitted ephemeris 

data, the solution of which is detailed by Van Dierendonck [1980]. The 
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parameter dt is also transmitted from the satellite and the atmospheric delay 

corrections dion and dtrop are computed by the TANS receiver also using 

satellite transmitted information' and standard atmospheric constants. The only 

remaining parameter is p the pseudo-range which is measured. 

To uniquely solve for the four unknown parameters (Xr, Yr r and 

nuisance parameter dT) requires the simultaneous solution of pseudo-range 

equations corresponding to observations made to four different satellites (e.g. 

si, s2, s3, and s4). Figure 4.5 illustrates graphically the mathematics of the 

range intersection problem. The four range equations are: 

[= (X Si - X r 2 si ) + (Y - Y r 2 ) + (ZS 1 - 2]1 12 

dT) + d0 + dtrop 

r s2 r2 s2 2 
P2 = [(X - X ) + (Y - Y r ) + (ZS 2 - ]112 

p3= 

+ c(dt 2- dl) + di on + dt rop 

s3 r2 s3 2 
(X - X ) + (Y - V r ) + (Z5 - 2]1 12 

dl) + d0 + dtr p 

(4.35) 

(4.36) 

(4.37) 
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Figure 4.5 - GPS Pseudo-Range Intersection Geometry 
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r 1/2 P4 [(Xs4 - r) 2 + (yS4 - r)2 + (ZS 4 
- Zr) 2] 

+ c(dt dT) + dion + dt ro p. (4.38) 

Once X r r and Z r coordinates of the vehicle are resolved, latitude (), 

longitude (2), and height (h) curvilinear coordinates may be computed [Vanicék 

and Krakiwsky, 1986; and, Heiskanen and Moritz, 1987]. Note that the GPS 

reference coordinate system conforms to the WGS84 datum which is equivalent 

to the NAD83 datum. 

As the TANS GPS receiver used in the prototype computes , 7, and h 

independently from the AVLN system software every one to two seconds, these 

quantities are taken advantage of and are directly retrieved from the receiver 

and are used to compute UTM coordinates x and y of the vehicle. The following 

two sets of equations are employed to compute the parameters x and y and are 

applied in the kinematic environment. The mathematics to compute x as a 

function of and X are: 

where 

x = (4.39) 

X = x0 + k0 (x1 + x2 ), (4.40) 

Xi = N.iX..cos(4), (4.41) 

3 
3 COS (4) 

X2 = N• •  6  (1 - tan) + ii, (4.42) 
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ko is the UTM scale factor which equals 0.9996, 

x0 is the UTM false Easting which equals 500 000.0 

metres, 

%vehicleCM' 

CM is the longitude of UTM zone Central Meridian - for test 

region XCM = -(117/180) it radians (i.e. 117 degrees 

West), 

•11 
{b 

2 2 
ae - be 

1/2 

To compute the y coordinate, the following equations are used: 

where 

y = f(4 ?), 

y = k. (y1 +y2 + y3), 

Y  = 

(4.43) 

(4.44) 

(4.45) 

ae .[a04 - a2sin(24) + a4sin(4)], (4.46) 

AX 2 

Y2 = N • ---- sin() cos(), (4.47) 

Y3 = N . --- sin(4) cos) [5- tan) + 912+ 41I (4.48) 
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with 
2 4 6 8 
ee ee ee ee 

a0 = 1 
4 256 16384 , 

3 2 ee 15 6 455 8 
a2 =8 (e +-••--+ 128 ee - 4096 

a4 
15 4 3 6 77 8 

= (ee + ee 128 ee). 

(4.49) 

(4.50) 

(4.51) 

The above equations for x and y are truncated versions of a standard 

mathematical series which can be found in Thomas [1952] and Krakiwsky et al. 

[1977] and transform and 2 into x and y (UTM) to the nearest metre. 

Accuracy estimates of the TANS determined latitude, longitude and 

height are also available from the TANS receiver but only in the form of DOP 

(Dilution of Precision) quantities. DOP factors reflect the geometric component 

of the overall positioning accuracy ct. From Wells et al. [1987], a general 

equation for the standard deviation of the determined position as a function of 

both geometry (DOP) and measurement accuracy may be formed as 

where 

Yp 

= DOP (4.52) 

is the positioning accuracy, 

DOP is the Dilution of Precision (geometric), 

am is the measurement accuracy. 
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It is clear from this equation the DOP factor is the ratio of positioning 

accuracy to the measurement accuracy. Numerous varieties of DOP factors 

may be computed all of which are traces of diagonal elements combination of 

the position's variance-covariance matrix. As only two dimensional positioning 

was considered for the AVLN prototype, only the HDOP (Horizontal Dilution of 

Precision) Factor was retrieved from the TANS receiver. For each position fix 

performed by the TANS receiver an associated position accuracy estimate was 

computed by using equation with a nominal measurement accuracy value on 

pseudo-range observations of seven metres. This yields 

position = HDOP x 7 metres. (4.53) 

Unfortunately, the full positional covariance matrix is not provided by the TANS 

receiver but it is felt that for the application at hand, the above equation provides 

enough information for second moment computations to be carried out for AVLN 

applications. 

One source of significant error that AVLN systems will be quite 

susceptible to due to frequent urban activity is caused by multipath affects. 

Multipath effects are caused by reflection of the satellite signals off of large 

obstacles such as building enabling signals to travel from satellite to receiver 

by more than one path. These multipath affects cause signal interference and 

confuse the receiver. If the wrong signal is used in the solution, it may affect the 

position estimate significantly. Fortunately, a method does exist to detect multi-

path related errors in the AVLN 200O. As x and y coordinates of the vehicle 

are computed independently from GPS by augmented dead reckoning, these 

may be converted to ECEF (Earth Centred - Earth Fixed) coordinates and used 
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to compute rough estimates of geometric range to each satellite. Comparison of 

ranges, both observed and estimated, will allow for detection,' in first 

approximation, of any gross observational blunders such as those associated 

with multipath affects. In such instances, these GPS solutions can be 

disregarded, or the ranges rejected. 



5. KINEMATIC POSITION FILTER 

5.1 Introduction 

The primary role of the position and location module's kinematic position 

filter is to mathematically integrate differential odometer dead reckoning, map 

matching, and GPS positioning. Employment of a filter leads to optimal 

estimates of both the system's state parameters (i.e. statistical first moment) and 

the corresponding state covariance (i.e. second moment) information. 

The term filtering falls under a broad classification entitled estimation 

theory, in which the terms prediction and smoothing also reside. If the instant at 

which an estimate is required coincides directly with the time at which the last 

update measurement was made, then the estimation procedure is designated 

as filtering [Schwarz, 1987]. If an estimate is required at a time before a 

measurement is made, this is termed prediction. If an estimate is required after 

the last measurement has been made, somewhere along the time line prior to 

the last measurement, then this form of estimation is termed smoothing. As an 

AVLN system is concerned with real-time estimation, smoothing plays no part in 

the estimation strategy, however, filtering is of utmost importance. 

The beauty of incorporating a position filter for real-time applications is 

that it naturally and quite neatly carries forward all information up to and 

including the present time. This is all performed at no additional cost to storage 

due to the intrinsic recursive nature of the filter. In addition, it accommodates 

heterogeneous and non-uniform data coverage (i.e. measurements varying in 

type and content received at varying epochs not necessarily equally spaced in 

time). 
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It is stressed that the kinematic positioning filter described here does not 

determine vehicle location (as defined in Chapter 1) but rather computes best 

estimates of position related states and corresponding covariance matrix. This 

is a very desirable feature of the system as it allows the system's vehicle 

position to be maintained optimally regardless of where the vehicle is situated 

in the road network, whether it be on or off the road. 

5.2 Integration Concept 

Imagine a standard journey driven by a vehicle through a real-world, 

road transportation network (see Figure 5.1). Now envision you are given the 

task to maintain automatically the real-time position of this vehicle continuously 

and optimally as it manoeuvres through city streets and country highways at 

various times (t). The journey may very well begin at one's house. Initially, at 

time t1T the system requires a set of starting coordinates. This may be 

obtained, automatically, from a GPS position fix or recalled from memory of the 

last position estimate stored prior to system shut down, or manually, from user 

input. As the car sets out through surrounding urban communities position and 

heading estimates are calculated using differential odometer DR (Dead 

Reckoning). To control dead reckoned error accumulation both GPS and MM 
GPS MM 

(Map Matching) provide necessary updates periodically (e.g. t) in 

accordance with availability and need. Proceeding onward into the city centre 

the system temporarily experiences discontinued satellite reception as GPS 

satellite transmitted signals are blocked out due to shadowing affects caused by 

sky scrapers and tall building interference. In these shadowed zones, dead 
MM MM MM 

reckoning error is controlled by MM updates only (e.g. tk+3, tk+4, tk+5). 
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--------------------

Figure 5.1 - Integration Concept 
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Exiting the city's downtown core, the vehicle heads towards the 

countryside for suburban or rural highway travel. On the long, open highway 

stretches where MM update occurrences will be few and far between, GPS fixes 

(e.g. t' PS ) will provide necessary coordinate updates to the differential 

odometer dead reckoning component. 

The concept of combining differential odometer dead reckoning, map 

matching, and GPS satellite positioning has also been conceived recently by 

Nippondenso Co. Ltd. in Japan. Nippondenso engineers have designed into 

their new navigation system, MAPIX-Ill, such a combination along with 

electronic positioning sign posts situated on roadsides providing additional 

absolute position information [Ikeda et al., 1987]. The extent of the integration, 

however, only involves switching between augmented dead reckoning (i.e. 

differential odometer plus map matching) and absolute devices (i.e. GPS and 

sign post positioning). All are treated independently from one another (i.e. 

switching). The filter presented here is not based on simply switching from one 

to the other but rather blends all available information and knowledge together 

using covariance information to compute optimal estimates of both position 

states and related covariance matrix. 
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5.3 Mathematical Models 

The integration concept of blending differential odometry DR, MM , and 

GPS positioning presented in the previous section can be represented 

mathematically. Three models may be conceived; two primary models, fk and 

k+1,and one secondary model Formally, these may be written as 

[Krakiwsky et al., 1988] 

fk(kjk)= 0; C1 , 

fk+1(k+1jk+1)= 0; C1 , 

(k' Xk+1, Yk,k+1' t) = 0; C 
" k,k+1 

The primary model fk is a function of both the unknown parameters xk 

(e.g. coordinates) and the measurement update vector tk at time tk and carries 

with it knowledge of the covariance matrix C1 . The cap (A) symbol denotes 

final adjusted values. The primary model k+1 is a function of both xk+1 and 

. with covariance matrix C at time t,+I -. In accordance with Figure 
r  

5.1 these models represent a pair of updates in chronological sequence 

whether GPS or MM or one of each and may be successively applied to pairs of 
INIT MM MM GPS 

epochs beginning with tk to t k+1' until all epoch pairs up to tk+5 to t k+6 
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have been covered. The secondary model gk,k+l mathematically represents 

the differential odometer dead reckoning component which relatively positions 

the system over the interval tk to tk+1. It is a function of both the unknown 

A A A 

vectors xk and xk+1, a model error vector k,k+1 (i.e. system noise) with 

covariance C Yk,k+1 and time t. 

The main objective of this modelling process is to solve for the state 

vector xk + 1 with corresponding covariance matrices C . This is achieved 
k+1 

by the simultaneous solution of the above three mathematical models (i.e. 

equations 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3) which is detailed by Krakiwsky [1989]. In this work 

both and Ckl are algebraically derived from first principles of least 

squares and a direct analogy to the popular Kalman [1960] equations is made. 

The remainder of this section is devoted to describing both the general and 

detailed mathematical formulation and design incorporated into the prototype's 

kinematic positioning filter. 

Frequently, the models above contain equation sets of the the non-linear 

variety. The first step is to linearize these. For the parametric case (i.e. I = f(x) 

rk = Ak 6k + wk; 

A A 

rk1=Ak+l k+1+Wk +1, 

C , 

C 
k+1 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 
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where 

6k,k+1 = k+l k,k+1 6k C 
Yk,k+1 

(5.6) 

rk is the residual vector of measurement Ik at time tk, 

rk+1 is the residual vector of measurement tk+lat time 

k+1' 

6k,k+1 is the system noise residual vector over tk to tk+ 1, 

k,k+1 is the transition matrix transforming 8 k to 

Ak is the first design matrix at time tk determined by 

d fk 

d Xk 

Ak+1 is the first design matrix at time tk+1 equal to 

Wk 

Wk+j 

dfk+l 
Ak+1 =   

dxk+l 

0 

X 
k+1 

is a misciosure vector at time tk equivalent to 

Wk = fk(x°) - 

is the misclosure at time tk+1 computed by 

Wk+1 = fk+1(x°)— k+1 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 
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The superscript (°) denotes approximate values. 

All unknowns can be solved in the above linear equations but only 

Sk+l with corresponding covariance matrix C9 k+1 is of main concern due to 

the equation 

Xk+1=Xkl 6 k+1' (5.11) 

which is the least squares estimates of xk+1 (the sought after solution) 

expressed linearly as truncated Taylor series expansions with expansion point 

x 1 and correction vector 6k+1• The strategy is to solve for the unknown 

correction vector 5present at time of update tpresent and apply it to an 

expansion point vector to yield the desired unknown system parameters 
A 

contained in Xpresent. 

When incorporating Kalman filtering techniques in positioning, two 

equation sets can be formed; a set of prediction equations and a set of update 

equations [Schwarz, 1987]. Adopting the mathematical notation presented by 

Krakiwsky [1989], the predicted state vector is 

A- A+ A 

k+1 = kk+1 k + (5.12) 

with the (-) sign denoting prediction. The following equation (5.13) is developed 

directly from the secondary model (equation 5.3) which can be expressed as 
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g,•1 (k' Xk+1, Yk,k+1' t) 

k,k+1 k + k+1 - = 0- 5.13) 

Assuming that all system noise is random with a mean of zero (i.e. E[ ckk+ 1I = 

0) it is dropped from the first moment equation 5.13 above leaving 

1k,k+1 (5.14) 

At the second moment level, however, the corresponding covariance matrix of 

the predicted state is computed by 

where 

(-) (+) 

Ck l = ,k+1 C Sk k,k+1 + q k,k+1' 

Ck is the state vector covariance matrix at time tk, 

(5.15) 

C k,k+1 is the system noise residual covariance matrix which is 

equal to 
Yk,k+1 

The update equations are applied immediately upon arrival of new 

measurement information. At this time (i.e. tk+1) the system state estimate is 

(-) 
updated using the predicted state vector and its covariance Ckl along 

with the new measurements observed, contained within the misclosure vector 

wk+1. The updated state vector is computed by 
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A- A-

k+1 = k+1 W k+1 + k+1 k+1 (5.16) 

where K is the well known Kalman gain matrix weighting the misciosure vector 

contained in the parentheses to appropriately correct the predicted state ii to 

A(+) 

the new updated state 

The Kalman gain matrix K is solved for using the equation 

(-) 
K=C k-i-i A 1 [ + +1C6klAk+1I. 

k-i-i 
(5.17) 

A(+) 

The covariance matrix of the updated state vector k+1 is also computed using 

the gain K in the following manner: 

(+) (-) (-) 
Ck l =Ck l KA k+i C kl . (5.18) 

The above equations (5.1 through 5.18) highlight the general 

mathematics involved with the implemented filter. Reference to more in depth 

discussions and derivations on Kalman filtering and estimation theory is 

directed towards Gelb [1974], Brown [1983], Schwarz [1987], and Krakiwsky 

[19891. Presented now are the specific contents of the general matrix equations 

used for the prototype's filter testing. 
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Three states are modelled and are contained in the vector 

where 

(5.19) 

is the corrective term of the estimated UTM x coordinate 

of the vehicle's current position, 

69 is the corrective term of the estimated UTM y coordinate 

of the vehicle's current position, 

is the corrective term of the estimated UTM grid azimuth 

c of the forward heading of the vehicle. 

A 

When computed, 6 is added to the dead reckoned (DR) coordinates and 

azimuth of the vehicle, which are expansion points, to produce the best estimate 

of these unknown parameters at time tk+1. In equation form this is expressed 

as 

A(+) — o - A(+) 

xk+1 XDR 6Xk•1 

A(+) 0 A(+) 

= DR + 

A(+) 0 A(+) 

ak+1 DR— _6 k+1_ 

(5.20) 
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also expressed as 

A(+) A() A(_) 

Xk+1 = Xk+1 6k+1 (5.21) 

The vector is computed using the dead reckoning equations (equations 

4.4, 4.5, and 4.17) relative to the previous best estimate A(+)xk at time tk. 

To begin with 

A 

6 =0, (5.22) 

where 0 is a null vector, as no information exists to better estimate the true 
A 

value of the error in x at the first moment level. The covariance matrix of 6 i s 

more than likely not equal to zero for AVLN applications initially and is assumed 

diagonal when first starting out. This matrix is initially represented by 

0 0 

2 
YA 0 
6y 

2 
0 0 

(5.23) 

From equation 5.11, it is clear that the covariance matrix for x ( CA ) is 
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equivalent to CA because x0 is a point of expansion in the Taylor series and 

is treated as constant from a covariance law point of view [Krakiwsky and 

Gagnon, 1987]. Thus 

C= Ce (5.24) 

and thus the solution at any time t of CA , designated (-'-) or (), gives 

knowledge of the estimated error in vehicle coordinates and heading at time t. 

Obviously, from equation 5.25, if 6 = 0, then the predicted value 

into the future using equation 5.14 is also zero. At the first moment level 

k,k+1 (5.25) 

and it is observed no knowledge of the transition matrix k,k+1 is required. At 

the second moment, however, this is not the case and propagation is 

dependent on the transition matrix k,k+1 (equation 5.15). 

Evaluating equation 5.14 enables one to see that k,k+1 is defined as a 

transformation operator, transforming system states at epoch tk to epoch 

The algebraic solution of k,k+1 may be computed by utilizing Laplace 

transform techniques operating on a set of linear, first order set of differential 

equations which describe the system [Brown, 1983]. Here, k+1 is 
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approximated by expressing the first order partial derivatives of the differential 

odometer dead reckoning equations (equations 4.4, 4.5, and 4.17) with respect 

to the unknown parameters x, y and a. For small intervals tH+l, 6x, 6y, and 

6a can be estimated from one epoch to the next in this fashion. 

Often is the case that the interval tk to tk+1 between updates (i.e. GPS 

or MM) is too large to facilitate such required time intervals due to large, 

associated linearization error. As a result, a smaller time, in between update 

interval, t to t 1, is selected and employed for covariance propagation. This 

requires a new transition matrix to be formed for each 1th interval represented by 

i,i+1 

Seen illustrated in Figure 5.2, several intervals of propagation t i=0 

through to tn conceivably exist between update epochs tk and tk+1; the 

value n being dependent upon the sampling interval tH+1 and the frequency 

of updates dictated by Ltkk+1. Over the update interval, k,k+1 can be 

expressed as afunction of ii+1 by the matrix product 

= n 

(5.26) 
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Figure 5.2 - Propagation Interval 

In light of equation 5.26, equations 5.14 and 5.15 can be redefined for the 

interval tH+l by substituting i for k and (+) for (-) (except on the first iteration) 

resulting in 

and 

where 

(-) 
TI-' A  

i+1 = 1 i,i+1 Si i,i+1 1,1+1 

C. is the state vector covariance matrix at time t 

(5.27) 

(5.28) 
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Cei,i+1 is the system noise covariance matrix over t to t+1 - 

When i+1 = n, t1 = tn which equals tk+1 and 

(-) (-) (-) 
CA  = 

k+1 n 

is the required covariance matrix at time of update tk+ 1. 

(5.29) 

Employing this iterative method to suppress linearization effects allows 

the filter designer to select a prespecified fixed interval accommodating 

varying measurement update intervals (i.e. temporally non-uniform ). Now we 

are in a position to apply the above equations to the case of dead reckoning 

between updates k and k+1. 

Recalling Chapter 4 notation and expanding out fully equations 4.4, 4.5, 

and 4.17 yields equations for the unknown parameters x1+1 , y1+1 and 

L 
as functions of the observables zd1•i R1i+1 and the parameters x, y1, 

• and cx1. These equations are: 

Ad 11 •d 1+1 

x+i =x1 -i-  2 - sin (xi + 

y1+1 =y +_ 2 

2-TRACK - 

i,i+1 - Ad ij+1 

2-TRACK - 

(5.30) 

,(5.31) 
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Ad 11 -Ad Yi+i 

X1 =a1+  TRACK (5.32) 

Note all three quantities are functions of the same observables, thus explaining 

the subsequent correlation (equation 5.43). By taking the partial derivatives of 

equations 5.30, 5.31, and 5.32 first with respect to the unknowns allows 

equation 5.27 to be written in a most expanded form explicitly as 

where 

cn = cos 

1 0 

+ 2 - 

i 

Sn = sin ai +  2 

A-

(5.33) 

(5.34) 

(5.35) 
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Recall that the (-) is a (+) on the first iteration in equation 5.36 as pointed out in 

equation 5.27. In order to predict Ci'. , i all that is required now is C8 . 
i+1 ,i+1 

This matrix is determined by propagating odometer sensor noise into state 

variance by application of the covariance law [Mikhail, 1976], namely: 

where 

Ceii+l = J Codom i,i+1 

J is a Jacobian matrix, 

C odomii +l 

(5.36) 

is the odometer sensor observation noise. 

The Jacobian matrix J contains the partial derivatives of the differential 

odometer dead reckoning equations (5.30, 5.31, and 5.32) with respect to the 

odometer sensor observables /d+i and id1+i and not to the unknown 

parameters. This Jacobian matrix is thus 
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yi+1 

which is equal in this case to 

J= 

- 

Sn Sn 

2 2-TRACK 2 - 2-TRACK 

Ad. Sn 
C Cn 

2 - 2-TRACK 2 + 2-TRACK 

Ad. Qn 

L\dSn 

1 -1 
TRACK TRACK 

(5.37) 

(5,38) 
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The covariance matrix of the odometer sensor observations is 

C 
0d0m11+i = 

0 

2 
0 YAF4R 

LAii+1 

(5.39) 

The first diagonal element of Codom is the variance of the left (L) wheel 
i,i+1 

odometer computed by 

dY+i.103 J 2 

and similarly, the second diagonal element for the right odometer (R) 

2 2 

= (idYl•i.103 j 

(5.40) 

(5.41) 

recalling that is the NU-METRICS odometer manufacturer's quoted 

relative accuracy of the sensors. No off diagonal elements exist with the 

assumption that each wheel is uncorrelated. 

Substituting equation 5.36 into equation 5.28 results in 

(-) 
T 

i• 1 =i,i+1 i,i+1 + Codom T (5.42) 
i,i+1 
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which in hyper-matrix form is 

(-) 
C A 
5 i+1 i,i+1 

CA  

Clearly, correlation exists between 

which are both functions of Ad L 

0 

(5.43) 

0 Codom - 

x, y, and a, as well as between La and Ed 

and zd 1+1 . This fact is what makes error 

propagation in differential odometer dead reckoning different from that in a 

survey traverse where distances and angles are uncorrelated. 

When the vehicle is stationary (i.e. Ed = 0) the transition matrix 

collapses to an identity matrix I, by inspection of equation 5.33. Realizing this, 

equation 5.43 can be viewed as covariance propagation of a direct model (i.e. 

unknowns as function of observables) of the unknown parameters, treating the 

parameters x1, yi, and ai as quasi-observables with observation covariance 

C. . As this is the case, hesitation to use the term 'Kalman' filter arises due to 

the fact that true error propagation is implicit in the above mathematics with no 

form of prediction taking place even though it may be conceived in this manner. 

To better characterize the situation, the more specific term 'kinematic position 

filter' is used. This notion belongs to a conservative school of thought and 

others may argue that, since the transition matrix is non-identity, it is in fact a 

Kalman filter. 
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The update. equations 5.16 and 5.18 are employed for three update 

scenarios used for testing, namely: map matching azimuth only (MM, (X); map 

matching x,y, and a updates (MM); and, satellite derived x and y (GPS). The 

mathematics of each scenario is explained here. For each scenario, the arrays 

wk+ 1, Ak+ l, and C1 differ. As all other matrices contained in equations 
k+1 

(+) 
A(+) A 

5.16 (6k+ 1) and 5.18 (C k+ 1 )have been derived and are not update 

measurement dependent, only these are presented here; one set for each 

update type. 

Before continuing it should be noted that at the first moment level (i.e. 
A(+) A(+) 

5k+1 5k+1 is used to correct the unknown parameters at every update epoch 

and these corrected values (the -best estimates) are then used as the new 

expansion points for dead reckoning reference then is always estimated 

as zero as in equation 5.22. The ramification of this at the update level is the 

reduction of equation 5.16 to 

A(+) 

k+1 = -K Wk+1 , (5.44) 

which holds true for each update type. 

The MM,a update involves updating the state of the system whenever the 

vehicle's heading is matched to a street segment's azimuth. It is noted that this 

update is not a LOP (Line Of Position) update but strictly an azimuth only. The 

update equation for this case is the parametric equation 

MM,a 
a =a 
k+1 (5.45) 
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The associated design matrix from equations 5.7 and 5.8 is 

AMM,a=r 0 0 
k+1 I 

and the misciosure vector: 

Vv MM (a -a DR MM 
k+l -[ )] 

(5.46) 

(5.47) 

For this case the measurement update covariance matrix is a one dimensional 

array containing only one element as only one measurement is made (i.e. 

aMM). This single element matrix is 

-. 

MM,a 2 alkdlSt 
— 2 

C = 

tk+1 [ ] lkdist - 

where 
2 2 2 2 

°lkdist = ix +o'Ay = 25.0 (metres), 

(5.48) 

(5.49) 

°lkdist is the nominal AMF relative standard error between 

intersection coordinates (i.e. 5 metres), 

lkdist = (Ax 2 + AY5 1/2 3 (5.50) 

the distance of the street link whose end point 

coordinates derived the measured azimuth being used 

for the update. 
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2 

The variance oaMM (equation 5.47) is computed by applying the covariance 

law of error propagation [Mikhail, 1976] to equation 4.lb (azimuth as a function 

of coordinate differences ix, Ay). 

2 () 
At time of update an additional variance is added to the C 

q k+1 

azimuth element to account for the quantization error [Chapman, 1988] 

associated with dead reckoned azimuth pickoff and is equal to 

where 

q=(X)2= f -(x - )2p(x)dx =0.083 (5.51) 

p  is the probability of azimuth step size x (for equal 

probability p(x) = 1), 

OCq 

• is the mean of the distribution (for interval -0.5 to +0.5; 

is the azimuth quantization step size. 

Using 0q equal to 9.4 degrees (equatidn 4.19), the standard deviation o is 

equal to 2.7 degrees or 0.047 radians. This azimuth quantization is introduced 
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only at the second moment level at time of update. 

The second update type, MM with x,y, and a combined has three update 

equations of the parametric type, namely: 

MM 
Xk+1 = Xk+ 1, 

MM 
Yk+1 = Yk+l , 

MM 
cLk+l =ak+ 1. 

The design matrix Ak+1 MM is an identity matrix 

_1 0 0 

MM 
Ak+1=I= ° 1 0 

_0 0 1_. 

and the corresponding misclosure vector is 

MM 
Wk+1 = 

DR MM 
(xk+1 Xk+1) 

DR MM 
(y k+1 -yk+1) 

DR MM 
(ak+1 -ak+1) 

(5.52) 

(5.53) 

(5.54) 

(5.55) 

(5.56) 
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The measurement covariance matrix for a MM update is 

IIX MM 0 0 

MM 
C = 

tk+1 

where 
2 

2 

0 GY MM 0 

2 
MM 

(5.57) 

is the measured map matched x coordinate variance (20 

metres)2 used for AMF data - nominal absolute 

coordinate error, 

2 
c MM is the measured map matched y coordinate variance (20 

-metres) 2_20 metres nominal absolute coordinate error 

of AMF data, 

2 

aMM is the map matched azimuth variance (same as equation 

5.48). 

As was performed for the MM,a case above, at time of update additional 
2 

azimuth variance q was added onto the estimated variance of the dead 
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reckoned azimuth. 

The third update type is GPS and involves only x and y updating, not 

azimuth a. The update equations are 

GPS 
Xk+1 = Xk+ 1, 

GPS 
k+1 = Yk+l• 

both computed from equations 4.39 through to 4.51. 

The GPS update's first design matrix is the unit matrix 

GPS 
Ak+1 = 

[1 0 0 

01 0 I. 

(5.58) 

(5.59) 

(5.60) 

The misciosure is computed by the difference between GPS coordinates and 

dead reckoned coordinates and is given as 

GPS 
Wk+1 = 

DR GPS (x DR 
-x k+1 

DR GPS 
(yk+1 Yk+1 

The associated measurement covariance matrix is the diagonal array 

GPS 
C = 

a 
xGpS 

0 

2 
0 a 

GPS - 

(5.61) 

(5.62) 
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2 2 
The diagonal elements (Y 

XGPS GPS 
and are computed using the variance 

equation 4.53 which is a function of the HDOP. No off-diagonal covariance 

elements are available from the TANS receiver when 0, X., and h are retrieved 

directly. 

For each of the above three update scenarios, the first design matrix A for 

each case is a unit matrix (i.e. elements of 0 or 1 value). Due to this, when 

applying these equations to a real-time environment, the equations should be 

fully expanded and multiplied out to eliminate any unnecessary unit or zero 

operations. 

It is noted for future development if the update equations are set up 

directly as functions of the pseudo-range observables, the design matrix A GPS 

becomes more complex than above design matrix and the correlation between 

xS and yGPS may be carried and entered into the filtered solution in the 

G P S 
form of non-diagonal covariance elements of the C 

tk-i-1 
matrix. 

Computationally this becomes more demanding on the system's CPU load and 

perhaps should be handled at the receiver end in a multi-processing approach. 

5.4 Field Tests and Analyses 

The filter equations detailed in the last section were applied to data 

collected on a test driven route within the test network. The route selected is 

highlighted bold on the digital map in Figure 5.3 and is just short of 10 

kilometres in total length journeyed. Speeds of the vehicle ranged from 0 to 75 
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kilometres per hour and an effort was made to use a large majority of the streets 

contained in the network. Both start and finish points are indicated on the map. 

Odometer, GPS and MM data was collected and stored in real-time in the 

system on-board navigation computer. The collection frequency was 10 Hz (i.e. 

interval t to t11 ) for both left and right odometers, 0.1 Hz for GPS fixes, and 

at every intersection and cul-de-sac turn for MM updates. GPS data was 

screened allowing only those fixes locked onto four satellites and possessed an 

HDOP value of 4.5 or less. Due to this screening GPS fixes may have been 20 

or 30 second apart. The logged data was transferred to a lab computer 

(COMTEX IBM compatible containing an Intel 8088 CPU) to be fed through the 

filter software for testing. The data logging methodology allowed for initial filter 

development to occur in the 1aborat.ory with real sensor data. 

Five computational tests are performed on the data collected: differential 

odometer DR with no updates, DR with map matched azimuth (MM,a) updates 

only, DR with map matched x, y, and a updates (MM), and combined MM with 

GPS - x and y updates. Plots of both x and y error (as determined by GPS and 

MM coordinate updates) of the vehicle and associated covariance error 

envelopes (3 o) are displayed for each case. 

Figure 5.4a and 5.4b illustrate the open ended DR case (i.e. no updates). 
(-) 

The error envelopes are computed by propagating C9 k+1 (equations 5.15 and 

5.31) from the beginning of the test route right through to the end. Note the y 

axis ranges from positive 600 metres to negative 600 metres and it is seen that 

over this run the vehicle's position error in the x coordinate peaks to 

approximately 80 metres, and in the y coordinate grows to about 120 metres. 

The total radial error is thus 1% to 2% of the distance run. The error envelopes 
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show generally growing characteristics but undulate due to the segregation into 

x and y components combined with the geometric configuration (i.e. many turn 

backs) of the test run. This is also in conjunction with the realization that any 

one point is dependent on and thus correlated to all other points previously 

dead reckoned to. Notice in both x and y plots, the error envelopes encapsulate 

all of the error. 
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Figure 5.4a - DR Open Ended - x Plot 
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Figure 5.5a and 5.5b show the filter result for the MM,a case. As one can 

•see, both error envelopes are rising slopes, quite linear in nature. The few 

spikes in the results reflect the significant correlation existing between x and a, 

and y and a, at these points along the run. The error in x is roughly 1% of the 

distance travelled and likewise in y, approximately 1% of the distance travelled. 

A few errors have escaped the enveloped region of three standard deviations 

(i.e. 3(y ) in Figure 5.5b (y error plot). Three large MM azimuth update 

misclosures (w) exist along the run (data snoop detected) and are the source of 

these systematic affects. These deviant misclosures are most likely due to: 

1) poor quality map data for that update link; 

2) vehicle heading is not completely in line with the update link 

azimuth; or 
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3) a few missed odometer pulses (9.4 degrees per missed pulse - 

see equation 4.19), 

the latter being least likely in this case by inspection of Figures 5.4a and 5.4b. 

One way to assist in accommodating the affects of these large 

misclosures related to 1) and 2) above is to increase the variance placed on 

map matched azimuths. Missed odometer pulses can not be treated in this 

fashion although such blunder detection is feasible if an additional heading 

sensor is implemented. 
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When DR and MM are combined the results in x and y error (Figures 5.6a 

and 5.6b) are better controlled in general with improvements up to 80 metres in 

some cases. Systematic error still seems to creep in causing error to escape 

the estimated random error envelopes in some instances. Regardless, error is 

controlled to the 40 metre level in the most part for both x and y throughout the 

entire run. One must realize that the error curves plotted are evaluated using 

the GPS pseudo-range solutions and MM updates which both could be in error 

themselves as much as 30 metres at any one time. 
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Figures 5.7a and 5.7b display the filter data for the case when MM, and 

GPS updates are both utilized. As expected, the error envelope sizes have 

narrowed due to the increase in update frequency. Systematic error still 

prevails due to the large MM azimuth misciosures discussed previously. By 

step to step inspection of the filter process, it was observed that one GPS or MM 

update with standard deviation on the order of 20 to 30 metres has less weight 

than the best estimate at that time. These contribute to but do not dominate the 

update process at one instance in time. Thus any non-random error existing in 

the best estimate does not immediately get diminished which makes sense. 

Over time, however, it is clear the updates control the error to the 30 to 40 metre 

level in general. 
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Figures 5.8a and 5.8b display the kinematic position filter results for the 

case of GPS updates only. As seen the errors in both x and y plots are 

controlled to the 40 metre level and are cOntained within the respective error 

envelopes. It is noted that without map matched azimuth updates present (i.e. 

GPS x, y updates only), no systematic affects are present. 
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It is suggested that another form of azimuth sensor be introduced to the 

system in combination with the differential odometry relative azimuth 

configuration in order to enhance system reliability. An absolute heading 

sensor such as a magnetic fluxgate compass should be selected. The two 

systems are likely to compliment each other; the dead reckoned azimuth 

relatively stable in the short term could spot extreme magnetic compass 

deviations caused by magnetic anomalies, and the compass could provide a 

source of stability in the absolute sense, controlling azimuth error accumulation 

and flagging any odometer blunders which might have gone undetected 

otherwise. 
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Improvements in the manufactured odometers should also be considered 

if one wishes to design a system which can essentially keep track of itself 

beyond the street segment network and without GPS reception. Firstly, the 

quantization error in azimuth due to the quantization between distance pulses 

should be improved. This can be accomplished by reducing spacing between 

the odometer targets sensing wheel rotation in order to ultimately sense smaller 

intervals of distance change on both left and right wheels. A one to three 

degree quantization in azimuth would contribute significantly to reduction of x 

and y error accumulation due to quantization error and would suppress the 

impact of a missed pulse substantially. This would require sensors which detect 

a change in distance of one to two inches. Potential sources of odometer 

related error which would affect the system's dead reckoning performance are: 

1) tire diameter increases due to increased speed (i.e. centrifugal 

force); 

2) tire diameter fluctuations dependent on tire air pressure (e.g. 

temperature effects); 

3) tire slippage including lateral movements; 

4) tire diameter reduction, due to long term tire wear; 

5) sensor rate frequency error dependent on vehicle velocity (i.e. 

time quantization); 

6) surface to mapping plane scale factor correction (quite small); 

and, 

7) undulating terrain (i.e. no slope reduction). 
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It has been observed by Lezniak et al. [1977] from odometer tests that 

errors related to velocity can be as high as 15 metres in a kilometre at 100 Km 

per hour (78 feet in a mile at 60 MPH) with standard bias ply tires with 5 metres 

per kilometre at 50 kilometres per hour (20 to 30 feet per mile at 30 MPH). Steel 

belted radials tires are not so affected demonstrating 2 metres per kilometre at 

100 kilometres per hour (12 feet per mile errors at 60 MPH). The test vehicle is 

equipped with steel belted tires. Methods to correct such errors by applying a 

linear velocity dependent correction is apparently feasible but items like these 

must be further addressed when considering systematic noise quantities in the 

filter and should be considered for future work. 

It seems apparent that automatic recalibration of odometers would be an 

definite asset over the long term for other tire related errors excluding missed 

pulses, however, with only 30 metre accurate updates, undulating terrain, and 

irregular driving patterns, changing calibration parameters (at the level) 

may be quite difficult to accurately compute and may do more damage than 

good. Thus scale factors were not modelled into the state vector at this time. It 

is apparent that with differential odometry, azimuth is subject to drift if one 

wheel's sensor is poorly calibrated, an additional azimuth error the dead 

reckoning component can do without. Future research investigating 

implementation of left and right wheel calibration states into the filter additional 

to x, y, and a should be carried out, making the filter adaptive in this sense. 

Caution is advised, however, on variance selection of such parameters which 

may largely affect the sensitivity of the filter. It would not be surprising to learn 

that determination of such quantities would be more appropriately done 

external to the filter itself. 

Finally, it is realized that with good map information, additional and new 
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map matching developmental work should be researched. Utilizing the map 

data cleverly in the dynamic environment will significantly aid in controlling 

positioning error and further more enhance system integrity. A good example of 

this would be to use LOP (Line of Position information) of a street upon 

confident location identification, constraining the vehicle's position within the 

walls of the road's boundaries (i.e. rectangle with dimensions street segmentS 

length by street segment width including map variance). Velocity comparisons 

between the automobile (derived from odometer distance over time or GPS 

Doppler measurements) and the map data will contribute tremendously to the 

confident selection of true road segment location for this update possibility. 

5.5 Confidence Ellipse 

In Section 4.3: Location Monitoring and Map Matching, the concept of 

using windows of error to assist in map matching is discussed. Presented is the 

mathematics involved for computing rigorous confidence regions for the best 

estimated coordinates x , of the vehicle using the upper two by two sub matrix 

of C SH  This portion of c(+) = is 
W , k+1 

CYX 

Cxy = 2 (5.63) 

Note that for the case of dead reckoning between updates the superscript (-i-) is 

a (-) and all of the following ellipse equations are the same. 

By determining the eigen values and eigen vector of the above matrix 

Cx y parameters of an error ellipse can be solved for directly. Error 
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ellipses reflect how accurately the point has been positioned [Mepham and 

Nickerson, 1987]. It is a confidence region. The mathematical equations for the 

semi-major axis (a), semi-minor axis (b), and the ellipse orientation () (i.e. 

azimuth of semi-major axis) are as follows [Mikhail, 1976; Mepham, 1983]: 

b= 

1 -1 
8 = tan 

+ 

2 2 
cYx - ¶Y y 

2 2 
Cyx - y 

4 

'2 2 

4 

with a corresponding to cYmax and b to 

2 
+ xy 

2 
+ a xy 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

(5.64) 

(5.65) 

(5.66) 

As these equations are for standard confidence regions they describe a 

region with a 39 percent probability that the true point lies within the ellipse 

defined. This is to say that we are 39 percent confident that the estimated 

position falls within the confinements of the defined elliptical window. A 39 

percent level of probability is not suitable for practice, so an expansion factor is 

multiplied on to the ellipse parameters a and b to increase the probability level 
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of assurance. For two dimensions, the expansion factor is derived from the chi-

squared (2) distribution with two degrees of freedom. For 99% confidence 

regions the expansion factor tX 2 is 3.03 obtained from statistical tables of 

the X 2 distribution with two degrees of freedom [Thomson et al. ,1982] and 

ellipse parameters a and b are expanded out to 

a990/ = 3.03 a, 

b99% = 3.03 b. 

(5.67) 

(5.68) 

To illustrate the concept, error ellipses pertaining to a few selected points 

at the beginning of the test run were computed and are superimposed onto the 

digital map in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10. To also show the filter effect upon the 

error window, Figure 5.9 shows DR only whereas Figure 5.10 shows update 

ellipses. One can see, with DR only, in certain portions of the network, 

determination of location by error ellipse will result in ambiguous scenarios. The 

distance from the centre of the ellipses to their respective MM location gives an 

indication of true error. 

As it is not so practical to work with complex ellipse regions for map 

matching and location monitoring applications, it is suggested rectangles be 

used to approximate the regions with dimensions length a by width b with the 

rectangle long axis orientated from grid north by the azimuth ê. The ellipse 

equations above are still used to compute a and b, the dimensions of the 

rectangle, but the area of the rectangle approximating the confidence region will 

be larger than the ellipse itself due to the additional corner extensions. Once 
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computed an additional liner about the window should also be applied, due to 

map errors, as the ellipses have no regard to the mapped streets underneath 

them. If not applied, map correlation could conceivably fail. 
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6. NAVIGATION AND INFORMATION MODULE 

6.1 Route Determination 

Route determination is that part of the navigation and information module 

involving optimal route computation between various locations within a street 

network (e.g. present vehicle location to given destination). This function is 

comprised only with the underlying mathematics and procedures used to 

determine the node to node, best route solution through a transportation 

network. 

Many AVLN routing problems can be conceived., For instance, from 

Dreyfus [1969]: 

1) the optimal route between any two prespecified nodes in a 

network (i.e. source (origin) node s to terminating (destination) 

node t) 

2) the optimal route between s and all other nodes in a network; 

3) the optimal route between any two prespecified nodes which 

passes through other predefined nodes (e.g. most scenic touring 

route); 

4) the second, third, fourth, etc., best routes between two nodes; 

and, 

5) the optimal routes between all or many node to node 

combinations in a network, 

to name only a few. Upon review of the list above, it is apparent that many 

routing problems are conceptually a derivative of the first problem (i.e. one node 
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to one node). It is this problem that the AVLN 20007m prototype development 

has focussed upon and considered first. 

Optimality involves the solution of an extrema problem (i.e. a maximum or 

minimum). This brings rise to the question; what is an optimal route? An 

optimal route can be defined as any route (e.g chain or path) in a given 

environment (e.g. a network) belonging to a given set of routes which is optimal 

with respect to a prespecified set of criterion. In the context of AVLN 

applications, the optimality criterion generally involves a minimization solution, 

the most obvious example being the shortest travel route by distance between 

any two points. Other objective functions might include least monetary cost or 

minimum travel time. 

Over the past several decades many algorithms have been developed 

which solve for the least resistive path according to link weights (e.g. distance, 

time, cost) through a network. Among these, Dijkstra's algorithm [Dijkstra, 1 959] 

may be the most computationally efficient [Dreyfus, 1969] and [Deo, 1974]. 

Formally Dijkstra's algorithm has been described by Smith [1982] in the 

following manner: 

"step 0 : Assign a temporary label L(i) = oc to all nodes i# s; set L(s) = 0 
and set p = s. Make L(s) permanent (p is the last node to be 
given a permanent label.) 

step 1 : For each node i with a temporary label, redefine L(i) to be the 
smaller of L(i) and L(p) + d(p,i). Find the node i with the smallest 
temporary label, set p = to this / and make the label L(p) 
permanent. 

step 2 : If node t has a temporary label, then repeat step 1. Otherwise, t 
has a permanent label, and this corresponds to the length of the 
shortest path from s to t through the network. Stop." 

The array d(p,i) is an adjacency matrix element (AMAT [p,i]) representing the 

link weight from node p to node i. Extracted from Harris et al. [1987], the 
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following two paragraphs describe the above procedure quite well in the 

context of shortest path (i.e. minimum travel distance). 

"The algorithm works utilizing a permanent and temporary label setting 
technique as opposed to a label correcting technique. Initially, all nodes (n) in 
the network (n) are assigned a temporary label of 00 (computationally a large 
number) except the source node (s) and are declared temporary nodes. Each 
label represents the arc property or weight from s to each node. For simplicity 
we shall refer to these weights as distances but it should be noted that these 
weights could be representative of other characteristics, such as cost, time and 
safety, as long as the values are positive. 

To begin with, the s node is declared permanent and is assigned a label 
of zero since the minimum distance from s to itself is in fact simply that. The 
algorithm starts at node s and by utilizing a travel matrix, compares all distances 
to nodes adjacent to s by one link with their current temporary label. If the 
distance is less then the corresponding temporary label, it replaces the label. 
When all these adjacent nodes have been checked the algorithm then chooses 
the node with the least distance in the temporary label set and assigns that 
node to be a member of the permanent set indicating that the shortest distance 
from s to the newly defined permanent node has been determined. The 
algorithm then repeats itself in the same fashion starting at the newly assigned 
permanent node. The algorithm roots through the network each iteration 
continually converting temporary nodes into permanent nodes and is 
terminated when the t node has been labelled permanent." 

Dijkstra's algorithm computes the value of least resistance between 

nodes (e.g. shortest distance) but excludes to retain the node to node route to 

follow. To obtain this, each permanently labelled node's parent node must be 

stored during each iteration. This is quite important. Once the algorithm ends a 

back stepping procedure from No s using this parent node information must be 

applied to capture the node to node list identifying the sequenced optimal path. 

One way streets and turn restrictions pose no operational problem to the 

algorithm as long as the topology database reflects this information accurately. 

In section 3.4, the network topological data file example displays how one way 

restrictions are stored at no additional cost to storage. Turn restrictions require 

remodelling of the intersection or insertion of additional flags indicating certain 
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successor link restrictions of only a portion but not all of the adjacent node set 

(i.e. conditional one ways). 

During algorithm operation, a one way link is assigned an oo weight (i.e 

computationally a very large number relative to the weights in the network) 

corresponding to the directional restriction. Large enough such that the least 

resistive path tree could not possibly flow against it. 

It seems apparent that the user of an in-car, stand alone AVLN system 

will more often than not desire best route computations beginning at their 

vehicle's present location. To increase attractive automatic quality of the 

system, start location can be provided by the location monitor. If a car is 

situated on a link between the link's two defining nodes, which represents the 

majority of the cases, then s is taken as the node that the automobile is heading 

towards and will subsequently drive to first. This demonstrates the importance 

of retaining not only vehicle location but vehicle heading as well. 

Vehicle heading, in light of destination approach, is also important to 

consider. If a street address is keyed in as a destination input and happen to be 

a mid-block address, then the two nodes defining the corresponding link must 

both be considered as destination nodes twith the best one selected based on 

least resistance and approach (i.e. What side of the street is the destination 

on?). 

Computationally, Dijkstra's algorithm in the worst case, requires 0(n2) 

operations. This quantity is directly related to algorithm run time, a major 

consideration for an AVLN system, especially from a user's perspective. For the 

prototype test network (n = 118) Dijkstra's algorithm by itself performs quite well 

providing node to node routes between any two points in well under a second. 

For larger networks (e.g. municipal, provincial, federal), however, the number of 
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operations are increased tremendously and thus enhancements to the 

algorithm are most definitely required to satisfy the AVLN users who must wait 

for a route. 

One way of decreasing computations to certain degree is to utilize an 

adjacency array list (ADJ_LIST) instead of an adjacency matrix (AMAT) in the 

algorithm (incidently another advantage of incorporating adjacency lists into the 

database). This only applies to sparse networks, which, fortunately includes 

road transportation networks. As the topological data file intrinsically contains 

an adjacency list, this method was incorporated into the prototype ystem's 

navigation software. Even with this enhancement, Dijkstra's algorithm for very 

large networks still will not provide route information quickly enough to satisfy 

the user. Two other enhancement techniques which will aid in reducing run 

time include a divide and conquer strategy entitled the patch-quilt concept and 

the application of heuristics. 

The patch-quilt concept was developed at The University of Calgary and 

is presented by Harris et al. [1987]. By dividing a large network by means of 

geographic polygonization into several smaller, more manageably sized 

subnetworks, the problem may be conquered by bridging between subnetworks 

containing source sand destination t nodes across a higher level hypernetwork. 

The methodology comprises of: computing best routes using Dijkstra's 

algorithm between s and all gateway (i.e. entrance-exit) nodes of the polygon 

subnetwork containing s; computing best routes using Dijkstra's algorithm 

between tand all gateway nodes of the polygon subnetwork containing t; 

computing best routes using Dijkstra's algorithm between all s and t polygon 

gateway nodes through a hypernetwork consisting of only polygon gateway 

nodes; and, selecting out of all possible combinations one best route. 
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Deceivingly, the primary advantage of this technique is running Dijkstra's three 

times as the networks it is operating on are much smaller compared to the 

original overall network. Published patch-quilt tests [Harris et al., 1987] 

performed on the Alberta, highway, provincial, transportation network (n = 

1500) indicate good potential for AVLN implementation. It was concluded from 

these studies that assigning major arterials lighter weights than secondary and 

tertiary highways based on a some function of speed should be investigated 

and that further developments are required to overcome some shortcomings of 

the method. Investigations into applying heuristic techniques to enhance the 

patchquilt method was also recommended. 

The application of heuristics implies using additional knowledge which 

when applied will aid in solving a problem. The goal in many instances is to 

speed up the time it takes to arrive to a solution compared to strict algorithmic 

approaches. This of course is of paramount importance considering the 

patience levels of most potential users. 

Often times, heuristics are conceived out of imagining how humans 

might attempt to solve a particular problem and are usually based on common 

sense. A good example related to route determination is utilizing the additional 

information of how the crow flies (i.e. Euclidean distance) between s and t. 

Generally, when a human is given the task to identify the best route between 

two points on a road map, one of the first steps performed is to look at roads 

which lie between s and t, neglecting all roads which seem to take you further 

away from the destination goal. 

Dijkstra's algorithm, as it is described above, creates a tree which 

branches out radially, iteration by iteration, growing each time, branch by 

branch, extending to the next closest node to s and then the next closest and so 
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on. As described above it is strictly algorithmic. In the context of graph search 

methodology it is considered as a breadth first searching procedure. In a 

directive sense, if one could narrow the search down to a particular corridor of 

possibilities which has a high likelihood of containing the optimal route, then the 

solution could be arrived at much more swiftly. In thiscontext, the general term 

for this procedure is depth first searching. 

In order to enhance Dijkstra's algorithm towards a more depth first rather 

than breadth first search, the following weight equation may be incorporated 

[Nilsson, 1980]: 

f(n) = g(n) + h(n), (6.1) 

where 

g(n) = cost of optimal path from s to n, 

h(n) = additional cost from n to goal t based on heuristic. 

The evaluation function f(n) represents the least resistive value from node s to 

node n and is composed of two parts. The first component g(n) is the cost of 

the path in the search tree (i.e. the tree branches are all the optimal routes from 

s to all other nodes) from s to n. The second component is a heuristic function, 

adding additional weight to the temporary label of n allowing for the search to 

be biased in some fashion (i.e depth first). If h(n) is equal to zero, the algorithm 

collapses to Dijkstra's algorithm. If h(n) is equal to the Euclidean distance from 

node n to the goal node t (i.e. 'as the crow flies path'), then the search would be 

drawn towards the goal node in the network leaning towards a depth first 
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procedure. This is due directly to the fact that Dijkstra's algorithm seeks least 

resistance and those nodes further away in a Euclidean sense from twill have a 

larger weight relative to those nodes that are closer. Interestingly, by human 

nature (i.e. heuristics), most of us given the task to find the best route between 

two locations on a paper road map would first search route possibilities that lie 

in a general corridor of a crow's flight path to arrive at a quick and near optimal 

or optimal solution 

The type of application using heuristic functions expressed above is 

generally known as the A* algorithm (pronounced 'A star') [Nilsson, 1980]. It 

should be realized that many heuristic weight schemas can be used within the 

heuristic function h(n) according to the application type. For example, links 

extending out from the last permanently labeled node that have a left turn 

orientation (obtained from the topology data file according to node approach) 

may be given a larger weight at that particular moment to aid in finding a route 

where the number of left hand turns are minimized. One should note as well, 

two ended searching (i.e. branching out from both the start node s and the 

destination node t ), depending on the heuristics employed, may yield 

significantly faster solutions than just branching out from one end. 

Investigations and developments of the A* algorithm for AVLN path planning 

are discussed by [Guzolek and Koch, 1989]. 

Heuristics is a powerful route determination tool, however, in any given 

application no guarantee of optimality exists when it is applied. In an effort to 

speed up process time, there becomes a chance that maybe a second or third 

best route is all that will be computed. Nevertheless, for road transportation 

networks, the chance of finding the most optimum route is quite good and to 

many, even a good route will be more than satisfactory. 
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Many interesting developments can be made from employment of 

Dijkstra's algorithm and Dijkstra enhanced algorithms (e.g. perhaps A* 

algorithm combined with the patch-quilt concept). Traffic conditions, for one, 

are presently being broadcasted digitally via radio links to in-car navigation 

systems in Europe. The system's ability to know the dynamics of the network 

such as traffic flow congestion can be transformed into parameters by adding 

more weight to static weights already contained in the database. This would 

allow the algorithms to avoid mathematically, ahead of time, particularly 

unfavorable routes due to temporal, real-time delays, unseen by and unknown 

to the driver. 

Successful AVLN route determination packages utilizing Dijkstra related 

approaches will require enhancements, outside of those related to run time 

optimization discussed above, to overcome intrinsic limitations. One, not so 

obvious limitation characteristic to AVLN operation is that fact that these 

algorithms compute simple path solutions only. Thus, if circling around the 

block was required in order to change heading and get onto the the computed 

optimal path, the algorithm's could not handle this in their present states as their 

solutions do not include cycles. Numerous and well thought out logic steps are 

required to produce an appealing and pragmatic optimal route determination 

product for society. 

6.2 Route Guidance 

Route guidance is that part of the navigation and information module 

which provides instructions on how to navigate from the vehicle's present 

location through the streets and avenues to a specified destination. It requires a 

vector containing the node to node optimal route as computed by the the route 
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determination function described in the last section. 

Development of the AVLN 200OTm prototype's route guidance function 

involved proof of concept laboratory testing. The software developed simulates 

vehicle location along a Dijkstra determined optimal route and displays in real-

time route instructions providing intersection negotiation advice along with the 

route which is highlighted bold on the computer map. The underlying concepts 

are presented below. 

Two nodes are selected as start and end nodes (see Figure 6.1) and an 

optimal route is computed between these using Dijkstra's shortest path 

algorithm from the route determination function. Once the route is determined, 

vehicle location is simulated along the chosen path with a velocity of roughly 40 

kilometres per hour. As the vehicle proceeds forward , the next intersection en 

route is identified and a local successor tree of opportunity is formed. This tree 

is built just as it is in the map matching and location monitor function of the 

position and location monitor (Chapter 4) which making this methodology a very 

attractive feature in view of the system's subsystem compatibility. Approach 

orientation is rectified by knowing the previous node and the approaching node 

with respect to the vehicle's present location. The next node after the 

approaching intersection in sequence along the best route node to node series 

is compared to all successor nodes of the successor tree of possible 

advancement just. When a positive match is made, a left turn, right turn, or 

continue forward manoeuvre identification is made and an appropriate 

navigation message displayed. The street name (retrieved from the auxiliary 

data file) corresponding to the road which the vehicle should proceed onto is 

also included in the message. Instructions of the next manoeuvre are provided 

just after a correct manoeuvre has been completed to allow for ample time for 
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required lane changes, etc. Inclusion of street names gives the driver additional 

information other than just simple left, right and forward instructions. If the 

auxiliary database contained landmark information, this could also be used to 

assist in navigation in the same manner that street names aid in intersection 

recognition 

Illustrated in Figure 6.1 is a freeze frame of the AVLN prototype's 

navigation feature. The entire optimal route computed by Dijkstra's algorithm 

with shortest distance as the criterion is highlighted in bold. The arrow icon 

represents the vehicle's location and heading. The navigation message is also 

shown at the top corresponding to the next suggested manoeuvre accompanied 

by the distance remaining until destination arrival is displayed. This is 

computed by subtracting the distance journeyed up to the present time from the 

entire length of the shortest path. Note that if speed limits were contained in the 

data files, ETA (Expected Time of Arrival) could be estimated by dividing 

distances of appropriate street segments along the route by the corresponding 

permissible maximum speed limits and presented to the user in real-time. 

One issue regarding output presentation of route guidance facilities in 

vehicles concerns safety. While driving, it is quite important that visual 

distractions be minimized in order to allow the driver to concentrate on the road 

and driving responsibilities. If a AVLN is required to read the computer monitor 

for instructions all the time, accidents will inevitably occur. Not only will this lead 

to injury, but undoubtedly litigation. To enhance safety but maintain navigation, 

voice synthesization [Mark and McGranaghan,1986; and, Davis and Schmandt, 

1989] can possibly replace or better yet compliment visual displays used for 

navigation. Great work still remains concerning the underlying and often 

overlooked MM! (Man Machine Interface) issues of AVLN systems. No matter 
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how one wishes to present the information to the user wether it be by LCD 

character display, digital map, voice synthesization, or even H.U.D.s (Head Up 

Displays) , the methodology presented above may be used regardless of the 

output medium to supply real-time, intersection negotiation advice. 

6.3 Auxiliary Information Provision 

The auxiliary information provision function was designed into the system 

architecture to account for all the intrinsic, potential, and beneficial uses of an 

AVLN system's database apart from the system's regular functions. The list is 

conceivably endless and additional features will continuously be developed in 

response to user needs, once first generation systems have entered the market 

place. Truly auxiliary information, from the user's perspective is invaluable and 

the more there is the greater value AVLN systems will be to society. 

The most obvious feature which user's will benefit from is the 

replacement of in-car paper maps with dashboard displayed, digital atlases. 

Information of hotels, campgrounds, restaurants, communities, shopping malls, 

gas stations, recreational centres, museums, you name it, in the local vicinity or 

even in outside regions at various scales may be displayed with the touch of a 

few buttons. Anything the standard automobile paper map is used for, will 

essentially be upgraded to a computer based map system hosting a multitude of 

events. 

Years of GIS and ergonomic development will have to take place before 

such technological features will enter the automobile markets. Observing the 

present push however by major automobile suppliers and manufacturers 

around the world in AVLN developments, the number of years required may be 

less than anticipated. 



7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The engineering project was successful in that the objectives laid out 

were met. A stand alone, Automatic Vehicle Location and Navigation (AVLN) 

system for land-based, on-road applications was designed and a working 

prototype system was developed. The system was built for proof of concept, 

demonstration, and testing purposes only. 

The system's hardware component consisted of off the shelf packaged 

existing components which were assembled together. It is realized that more 

electronic and hardware enhancements are required before a production level 

prototype system can commence. A modular approach in the design strategy 

was-taken and this should be carried forward into all future generation designs. 

A working digital map database was constructed and it was determined 

that adjacency lists were the most appropriate means of digital network 

representation for AVLN applications. Topology of a digital road map is 

fundamental to any AVLN system and supports map matching, location 

monitoring, route determination, and route guidance. Unfortunately, topological 

information does not exist in most existing digital map GIS road databases but 

is of paramount importance. 

The domain of the test region digital map database involved a community 

size network. It is recommended that future work should address the foreseen 

problems associated with development of city wide and further nation wide road 

transportation networks. Also AVLN map attribute selection should be seriously 

addressed to guide the digital mapping industry to make correct decisions on 

what types of information should be included in developing efforts as mapping 

the nation is no small task and turning back to redigitize valuable, missing 
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information would undoubtedly be an extremely costly venture . Industry 

standards in mapping must also be decided upon shortly in order to speed up 

the process of AVLN implementation across the nation and reduce redundant, 

non-conforming mapping efforts. 

The underlying principles of positioning a vehicle by differential 

odometer dead reckoning and also by GPS were presented and found to be 

feasible. Map matching and location monitoring on the other hand was not as 

straight forward. A method was conceived and implemented, however, more 

logic intensive functions must be devised. The importance of the location 

monitor function is not well recognized in general but deserves a tremendous 

amount of attention for the following reasons: 

1) map matched updates are essential to control dead reckoned 

error accumulation when GPS is not available due to blockage; 

2) location and not position is the bridge between the vehicle and 

the digital map database; 

3) users readily identify with location not position; and, 

4) route determination and guidance functions depend upon 

continuous maintenance of vehicle location. 

The success of future systems and their acceptance in the market place will 

depend on the ability and level of sophistication of internal location monitor 

facilities. Further research and development emphasis should be directed to 

this end, namely increasing the level of sophistication of the location monitor's 

facilities (i.e. more logic intensive). 
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The kinematic position filter consists of two components, a dead 

reckoning component and an absolute point update component (i.e. position 

and azimuth). The dead reckoning component is a special case of the 

prediction model of a Kalman filter. It is distinguished from a standard text book 

survey traverse model in that correlation prevails between the change in 

distance Wd and the change in azimuth Acv due to the fact they are both 
L R 

functions of Ad and Ad 

This filter can be easily and'quickly modified to accommodate any new 

update measurement (e.g. signpost, LORAN-C) outside of map matching and 

GPS positioning as updates are introduced at the coordinate and azimuth level. 

GPS pseudo-range observations are not directly used in the filter's mathematics 

and no need for this is presently apparent as all GPS computations (including 

future differential GPS possibilities) can be performed externally from the filter. 

The use of pseudo-range models directly embedded into the filter instead of at 

the map coordinate level should be evaluated further to identify potential system 

benefits such as statistically testing for blunders in pseudo-ranges observations. 

Analysis of test results revealed that in the open ended dead reckoning 

with differential odometry accuracy on the order 1 to 2 % of the distance 

travelled can be achieved. With the introduction of digital map azimuth updates, 

marginal reduction of the error was observed over the ten kilometre test run. 

Systematic affects resulting from a few large map matched azimuth misclosures 

prevails, causing to this marginal difference. The affects of introducing MM and 

GPS coordinate updates was quite good, maintaining the accuracy of the 

system's position to the 40 metre level. This accuracy estimate corresponds to 

the average size of 99 % confidence regions in two dimensions. This value is 
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consistent with the bandwidth within which the estimated errors of position lie. 

It is recommended that an absolute azimuth sensor be introduced as an 

addition to the system, to enhance system reliability and control azimuth error 

growth over longer runs. Also the differential odometer configuration used 

should be replaced with one having much higher resolution to reduce 

quantization error especially in zc (i.e. change in azimuth). More extensive 

odometer investigations are required to better understand sources of odometer 

error. 

Reliability measures to supplement the accuracy estimate given in 

covariance computations, should also be researched. This could enhance 

quantifying the integrity of the system. 

Route determination and guidance functions were developed in light of 

AVLN systems requirements. The development of these were tied directly to the 

system's digital map database which accommodates many other digital map 

dependent functions housed within the system. 

Route determination functions are developing for AVLN applications and 

'further investigations and developments concerning run time reduction by 

network partitioning and heuristic methodologies is still required. It is 

recommended that the navigation and information module's functions be 

enhanced to include many vehicle related network scenarios that must be 

addressed to satisfy user needs and requirements. Also this area seems to be 

a natural place to apply and explore modern MMI (Man Machine Interface) 

techniques, an essential and important component of such systems. The 

possibility of introducing knowledge based approaches where rules and facts 

developed for system specific operations should also be investigated at the 

implementation stage of the next generation. 
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